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Should there be errors towards the end of this book, forgive (me), the author. These past few

weeks have been a nightmare, not knowing when my sister would no-longer be alive.

 Audio is only available on DVD versions.

 Printed book can be requested with or without ‘audio’ - visit my blog:

www.lanareddock.com or mailto:lanareddock@outlook.com
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Wedding Day

Roseanne, Barbara, Richard Sr, Richard Jr
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Abstract

Barbara Ann Podluski-Kimbley-Sr...

… born September 22, 1958: to Paul Peter Podluski and his spouse Ethel (Theresa Tucker-

Podluski). Barbara has grown into a lovely, intelligent, and popular individual that has had a

diverse life. She wrote a journalized book, about her lifetime, after her health became a major

problem. Having the opportunity to keep up with (her) psychological and physical changes is

difficult, at times. There are more negative aspects than positively good moments when doctors

and laboratory reports convey increased disease cells from Medullary Thyroid Cancer (MTC).

To maintain the importance of her lifetime and the momentum, merely the aspects and

phases that I personally have encountered with her (along the journey to the unknown) will be

mentioned. It is essential that anyone interested in the lifestyle – of a cancer patient’s -

occupation, education, and continued stress - order her book: “God Gave Me Another Day” by:

Barbara Kimbley at www.authorhouse.com

Cancer in many forms took hold and has become permanently damaging….

Fighting back with full awareness is the one solution, to stand up and be counted as a human

being – not yet ‘dying to live’ in heaven or hell.
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1958 1960.. 1967/68 1969

1969 1971 1972 1976

Barbara Ann Podluski has changed, displayed various developments, and...

...it appears her lingering smile through the growing years was lasting.
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2001

2002

Kimbley-Sr & Barbara (below)

2003 Kimbley-Jr & Danielle Rooney; Nephews & Barbara (right)
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<2003> Caseys and Rosenthals (right)

2007 Team of Medical Professionals and Barbara

Barbara (left) <2008> Cousin Kathy and Barbara (right)
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2009

(in red shirt) Barbara and Lana (the author)
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Introduction

However eloquent or necessary, introductions are formalities, the data following will depict with

emotional concern, how I, the author and sister of a dying woman feel!!!

12:36 PM 6/18/2010

This is the most unusual and profound thing I have ever chosen to write about - Death...!

Yes, it becomes everybody and all living things, at one point in time. My time is coming but not

today. Your time is coming some might say, in haste or anger and medically phased. Each

minute that ticks on the clocks round the world, somebody's heart stops; others just curl in a

bundle of nothing but mush, as a plant that rotted. There are those that are killed by violence and

accidents, leaving behind their loved ones. As for one gal I know very well and truthfully

speaking, not as much as I felt; she is my sister...

...Barbara A Podluski Kimbley-Sr.: lives with the knowledge of cancer within her body.

This illness by any other names represents death. Death can come into foci at one moment or

demand lingering longevity, to purposefully gnaw away, at the mind and heart of the beholder

and the loving spouse and children and siblings....

`SO, AM I ANGERED ...??? You’re damned right!!!

Does it make me upset to think one day the telephone may ring, a voice might convey,

"Lana, it's bad news. Please sit down." Well the rest of the theoretical statement is going to

enflame additional anger and hostility. I have that gut feeling, as death has so many times been in

my life, of relatives and friends. In a 'family tree' compiled from images and video clips, from as

back as the early 1900s to as recent a time as this year 2010 - I have created a masterpiece of

crap that means nothing to the average individual. To me - the family tree - it means fifteen years
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of my lifetime scanning and naming and saving files, for the right moment to add to

subdirectories, by surnames, itemized in two pages.

My sister's subdirectory is filled with her images from as far back as 1958; she was several

months old. Additional images of her as she progressed fill the subdirectory, along with her

video and audio files, which were created in our adult life. Yes we shared holidays, occasional

luncheons, and community friendships. We shared nothing more than sorrowful moments, as

well when our brother died in 1985 and my son (her nephew) died in 1999. Other deaths were

not as hurtful personally to either of us, except perhaps the death of papa (our grandfather). He

became the number one strand that created our 'family tree' upon his marriage to mama (our

grandmother).

Setting aside the miserable and sorrowful moments together and apart, we (Barbara and

Lana) shared correspondence, to keep up with what was going on when I moved away to Florida.

Telephone communicating also kept us abreast of what’s going on with one another. She and her

fiancé - in the late 1970s - remained in New York, functioning as a premarital couple, quite

content. Marriage came prior to them moving from NY to FL, where once again we became

huggable sisters. God how stupid this must seem. A grown woman placing her lifetime on hold

just for the sake of writing about somebody dying, somebody that is living to die!!!
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Living to Die

(with Medullary Thyroid Cancer)

Barbara Ann Podluski & Richard Karl Kimbley Sr.

[the most elegant moment in their lives]
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Day One

Paul (my dad) had no children that anybody was aware-of, other than me (a legally adopted

child of Ethel's in 1954). He and his brothers were interesting individuals, only one brother was

married – that was Lawrence Louis. His wife Sophie called him Larry, as did most individuals

that came to know him. Another brother (Walter) was an accountant – possibly a writer - or

something, lived on Long Island NY, and did not visit us. He corresponded with me and possibly

the other relatives. The youngest brother (John) I never met, at least I do not remember.

Therefore, my dad (Paul) and Ethel (my mom) were my family until my sister was born;

there were and still are numerous other relatives, as mom has many siblings. All of which are

adults with children of their own, grandchildren and great grandchildren, and some have spouses

and others are widowed. It is only pertinent because the days preceding my sister’s birth, in Beth

Israel Hospital in Manhattan NY, difficulties occurred repeatedly.

False labor pains, bringing mom to the hospital and returning her home, to wait a few

additional weeks during the summertime. Misguided trust, honesty, and beliefs about the

paternity (of my sister) arose. Disputes and lengthy, heated arguments arose as well between

Larry and Paul, about the impossibility of him having been capable to physically ‘sire’ the

forthcoming newborn.

Discussions were overheard, by the author as Ethel spoke to her siblings, about

this incident’s impact upon the marriage; the illegal action, bearing a child

without truly having the paternal individual taking full-responsibility or even a

shared concern. Facts about individuals in the 20th century of such shenanigans

was unheard in teenagers; for a mature and married individual to have become

impregnated via an extracurricular interlude, romantically was unheard of. Dad
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did not come to admit this deviousity, about his wife (my mom). Maintaining that

GOD either blessed him or physically impossible ‘one in a million’ chances

occurred and he was the receiver. And so it went on, this sheltering and negative

aspect, until one day the emotional pains could no longer remain unspoken. A

more devastation occurred, by the truth being said within a day or two of dad’s

dying; there was no choice. Keeping a lie alive could only have brought shame

upon my family, which already despised mom. Somehow with the truth being out,

in the open, silence came to fill the air with a weirdness; one that did not prevent

my sister from being raised, as the legally acceptable true daughter of Paul and

Ethel.

This is only the beginning of the life Barbara Podluski was born into, after a turbulent

pregnancy, for Ethel. Much is there to convey; too much to write in a day. There are much more

pleasant moments, filled with new parents’ preparations, for the bundle of joy. Dad and mom and

once or twice I too went shopping. It was the most delightful activity, selecting something

referred to as a ‘layette’ and ‘diapers’ and a diaper pail; ahhhhhh, on the crib, on its mattress

was a small, soft pillow. Linens had to be purchased, as well; plans for when to put the crib

together, to store the layette and other items, which would be important filled many

conversations.

In addition, the gifts were few but very appropriate. Fancy, dainty dressing gowns with tie

strings, at the base, to keep little feet warm. A ‘diaper bag’ to fill with travel items, for outings to

visit relatives or walks in the park. There was so much to take part in and to believe was going to

make my dad the happiest parent of any. His family name would have been carried out had mom

given birth to a son; as for a daughter being born, there was only a bit of blahity. Having a
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healthy newborn with the cutest smile, ten fingers and ten toes, two beautiful eyes and ears, and

all the human being body parts perfectly attached – was something that even parents in this 21st

century pray to their god for … ! Being blessed with perfection, from an imperfect pregnancy

was God’s way of starting (perhaps) my image of faith, as a continual affirmation that truth will

prevail, honesty can be painful when sheltered to prevent truly painful disappointments to others.

Yep – I learned as a preteen to keep nasty secrets away from a dad that gave of himself without

demanding much more that my learning to read, calculate, and understand about living within a

family. How much more to being a big sister, could I have needed to know?

In my opinion, being I was all I could do. It included lying to her about our dad’s destination

– as we prayed by his coffin. I had her believe that he would be safe and never hungry because

she gave him her bubble gum. Yep – one lie after another – anything to hide the emotional

turmoil I was living. Why should a 3 year old have to be burdened with our household’s crap?

So, for many years perhaps decades, my sister developed a dislike for my story (in her youth);

the dislike became hatred. It was years into our adult lives when she and I argued and disputed

the hidden information, which I had known about our mother’s unacceptable activity. Years and

years passed; we seemed to be alone with our sorrowful belief that “I was right” “she was right”

and we truthfully both were wrong – for not understanding at some point, facts should be spoken.
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The Big Day

September 15th finally arrived; it was a day to remember and yet, it is not clearly definable

in my mind all of the time.

I remember going to school even though Ethel (mom) was not feeling well. Seeing her pale

and holding her back made me nervous. She was not sure if this was the time for her to go to the

hospital or not; after all, there were two other false-labor visits. So off I went and concern

remained, leaving education on the back side of nowhere important that day.

Barbara was born and I was told about it, by dad (Paul). He went to visit her and was a tad-

disappointed that Ethel gave birth to a daughter. Somehow he and I had discussed the

possibilities of a son, to fill this heart with masculine needs and to carry his family name. Upon

taking the stroll to the Nursery and seeing his daughter gave him a sign of delight, to which he

asked me what to name her. I chose her name Barbara Ann and it seemed like a good one. There

my mother gave birth to a sister, dad's heart and soul was not what it might have been (had a son

been born); however, he was nonetheless filled with gladness.

Ethel remained in the hospital for a couple (or a few) of days. I had to awake by myself, as

dad went to work around 6am. He and I spoke about being responsible, for myself until mom

returned home. At 11 years old - all I wanted to do was visit the new baby or sleep most of the

day. I did however wake up the one morning and went to school, later than supposed to, and was

sent to the office I think. Then a different day, yuck about that; well, I awoke to smoke in the

hallway and was afraid to leave the apartment. The firemen arrived, after I had gone back to bed.

They were pounding on the door; somebody carried me outside the building. What a bummer...!

A report or something was written about me being left alone; I did not attend school that day as I

was taken to a shelter or something until dad or somebody came to bring me home - and remain.
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Laws are meant to assist but at times, laws can create an imbalance.

Somehow mom returned home, my sister was adorable. Her crib was filled with everything,

leaving no place for her until it was cleared. Mom, dad, or I took everything out and she was so

tiny, in such a huge crib. Actually, the crib just seemed huge to me. It was the average size that

just creates a visual concern.

There she remained sound asleep, for what seemed forever until a walloping cry arose; her

diaper was wet and apparently she was hungry. This baby would not be quiet until her needs

were satisfied. Even today - she is a go getter with aggression taking nothing less than what she

expects for an answer to her questions, needs, and most daily concerns. Her health is the one

thing she cannot ever be satisfied about - as long as her chemistry and laboratory levels fluctuate

every few months (from negatively to acceptable positively improved).

So living with mom and dad and me, my sister's life began okay. It seemed to have a great

future. The first two years were delightful. She grew into a head lifter, roller overer, crawler,

stander up-er, and a walker; she even became a chatterbox with jabberings from out of this world

it seemed. Blah blah this and dadddaad that and yeppp with babababa and go. Every baby seems

to know the word GO. Yep, if I saw mom was getting nutszy I'd say "Barbara wanna go?" Off

we'd go to the park or just walking around the block; she in her carriage or stroller and me

feeling great getting away from the mood-struck monster.
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Different Days

The words above describe the thinking pattern, for me, that developed this book.
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Handwritten Memos

 Barbara Kimbley-Sr (my sister) is not interested in this book. She and Richard moved

their bedroom downstairs, to the back of their house – where a new bathroom was

constructed; the patio door displays such a view – early 21st century.

 Elementary School – I forgotten the location and one of the school’s office workers

brought her to my Rosedale NY apartment; where she had lived with my husband, me,

and our children. The individual was appalled that anybody could not have been reliable

enough to find the school and pick up the kindergarten (or perhaps it was first grade)

child, 1965 or 1966.

 High School (Mephrem) – located in Long Island NY (Bellmore area); Barbara

graduated with honor; enjoyed a beautiful ‘prom night’ with classmates and our cousin

Kathleen Casey. Both girls had dates, were escorted in a borrowed Cadillac (from my

boss Lester Arbuckle-Sr), in the mid-1970s

 Typical Popularity – friend list includes: Michelle Watts, Danny G, the Carroll brothers,

the Kimbleys, and numerous others

 Lifelong Partnership – Richard Karl Kimbley, Sr. (of Wantagh NY)

 Beliefs Differed – between Barbara and me (Lana); both raised to study and believe in

the Roman Catholic Church’s guidelines, without pursuing religious functionalities, on a

weekly recurring basis. So – in our hearts and thoughts we share something, perhaps for

diverse reasoning. I skipped to the future religious knowledge, by studying Protestant

(which encompassed a vast assortment of beliefs within varying sectors and localities),

Wicca, Judaic, Buddhism, and Unitarian. For a brief while I began looking into the

Satanic beliefs, to understand the unilateral division between God (the universal creator)

and Satan (the devilish demonic adversary). Barbara pursued daily reading parables that

were introduced to her by Richard’s mother (Doreen Kimbley); and so, popular demand

of sisters advanced into separate worlds apart.

 Marriage - evolved in the 1980s – after a lengthy relationship with Richard K. Pre-

marital involvement was perhaps overlooked by the religious affiliation, once Richard

was convinced that he must prepare for the sacrament of matrimony – in a properly and
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acceptable class-related study. Somehow, he did very nicely, after many years of

rejecting religion.

 Stepmother image arose, to Richard’s son (Richard Karl Kimbley-Jr). In conversation

about the individual I have found it definitive to use ‘JR’ as his name; others however

followed suit, at times

 Mother-in-law … to JR’s first wife, Melissa; a divorce after a few years brought about

concern, as JR appeared to be forwardly taking his educational pursuit and occupation

goals to a standpoint, beyond the relationships’ capacity to develop into that forever,

often longed for permanence. JR’s second wife, Kristi; after a lengthy single-man’s

lifestyle, in an attempt to readdress his emptiness. The characteristics of both marriages

yielded offspring.

 Grandmother … to Jr’s first son (Karson); since the divorce between Melissa and JR –

no contact has been known-of. … JR’s second marriage brought forth 2 daughters (thus

far: Gwyneth and Chloe). These two are soon to become big sisters to a third child, due

in February of 2011, according to Barbara Kimbley-Sr’s data received on

www.facebook.com via Kristi’s data; currently, eleven weeks pregnant and feeling good.

 Illness Befell Upon Barbara after married, for nearly a decade. It appeared that she was

stricken with an unknown and undetectable ailment; physically become depleted daily of

physical strength, inability to dine and digest meals, lack of acceptance – brought about

the purse of finding a medical diagnosis – about what was going on within her body and

mind.

 In the late 1990s illness began debilitating swallowing foods and liquid;

choking and gagging prevailed, for several years until Dr. Arnold (an affiliate

with the University of Miami-Jackson Memorial Hospital and his staff entered

the prognosis); it was a negative life-expectancy over the following year with

death being the final curtain call, for a once healthy and thriving individual.

 2000 / 2001 JR - graduated college with is Associate Degree, in TN, where many of the

Kimbleys live; it was a time to put aside the anguish, for Barbara and live for the

moments of each day’s awaking, as we (Richard-Sr, Barbara, and I – Lana) flew there.

We attended the Tennessee Renaissance Festival, the day after the fabulous graduation

and fellowship. Moments to grasp-onto, for the time when my sister might not be alive.
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 2000 / 2001 June – it was prescheduled that a surgical procedure would have to be

performed, once we returned to Florida. The outcome was grim, almost insulting; there

was little if any hope that a frail ( young), female could survive the invasive operation –

previously-performed on perhaps 1 in 100,000 patients

 Barbara’s time appeared to have been ‘etched in stone’:

In her youth she received the childhood inoculations, immunizations, and

related (required) pre-school health plans, via the public health department – as

most children.

…rarely did she displayed or convey ailments – other than a bit of exhaustion,

the common-cold, sore feet (from overworking).

…diagnosed with MTC, brought about early medical retirement, from her

merchandising retail career.

…how could a once vibrantly alive with gusto female become debilitated and

appear to decline the opportunity to take full-charge of a future, filled with

questions, which might have brought forth unasked for peace of mind?

Ponderously, entered the forefront, of many conversations

…it seemed to me (Lana) that as interested and denyingly I selected to ask “how

are you?” that question was the worst thing I could have spoken about; mostly

because it led to the unwanted to hear or believe reply “I have to have blood

work done, my veins are very narrow and collapse usually. It takes an expert or

the doctor, to extract blood without creating painfulness and bruised arms.”

…Anything that had to do or relate to her condition was brought from day-to-

day in the same pre-thought statement, it seemed, which angered me because

she was brave as all can be through an ordeal that I or others may have opted

out.

…tears did not shed, anguish prevailed; any momentum of potentially looking

ahead, for a less than perfect end-result, to her misery from me or anybody that

cared was unimaginable. I recall after hearing the same medical descriptive

conversation (in such detail) that I just sort of wanted to say “Oh shut the hell

up; I am tired of your illness. Just get over it. Focus on wanting to live – or
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die!” Somewhere between the past decade (late 1990s to mid-2004 or 2005) my

words garnished her arrogantly and abruptly, when I asked “How do you feel?”

 As of today August 11, 2010 – I realize there should have been a bit of compassion,

understanding, or perhaps silence when I could no longer hear and believe she

would be dying; it was impossible, in my mind for my baby sister that I have shared

raising could not stand tall, in complete self-satisfaction of the unknown future’s

presentation.

 2001 /2002 continued medical evaluations, laboratory tests, prescribed medications, and

a holistic self-treatment regime began and continues – whereby spouse Richard Sr has

come to be the homemaker, personal-assistant, caring and nurturing individual, as well

as doctor lawyer Indian chief (so to speak); he is her strength when she cannot accept

death. He is her lost anger, as she projects that hatred for the inevitable, as they faced

unknown complications and various changes, on a scaled escalation so remotely

believable – Barbara carries-on.

 2005 Although death was prognosticated, post the surgical procedure within a few

months, life continued but not without additional complications. Erratic digestion,

colonic differences, and physically unbearable (at times) painful up rises that developed

the need for a hysterectomy. Surgery was performed in Imperial Hospital (Medical

Center) in Broward County FL, placing Barbara in stress both physically and

psychologically. A fairly long stay in the hospital returned her home, weak and thin; she

was quite frail in appearance. A hug could nearly break her bones or separate her

muscle from joints, it seemed. Sadness was overcome as she developed an attitude that

nothing will take her from the lifestyle she and her husband had created and were

furthering along.

 2007 / 2008 Esophageal/Larynx dilation or enlargement (to impede difficulty with

swallowing) was attempted, by her physical. It failed for the desire for her to dine or

enjoy a meal out with others; choking occurred to become the doormat or foundation of

giving up. Along with Barbara’s spouse Richard, relatives occasionally visited her,

bringing hope of at least this day is filled with lavation. Yes, there were one repeatedly

after another and it seems (repeatedly) it still goes on. Planning vacations was continued

throughout these years of misbalanced physical debilitating ailment after ailment. My
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sister rarely knew or believed that I or anybody could care – display a casual lasting

attitudal-effect during her pain and suffering. Yet – somehow – it did not come from my

heart that façade of hidden ‘when is it going to happen or if she does die soon and I have

to listen to anymore of her tales of woe how can I not kill her myself” (jestfully of

course).

 ” I would not want her to die nor be alone and afraid, in a hospital or convalescent home

or rehabilitation center. I would never wish the pain (physically nor psychologically that

I have endured within my lifetime to be-proached upon her or anyone in a serious

manner). I do however think the ailments others endure, no matter how timid or intense

are casualties of reality, to be faced and appreciated, for those that have given up and

perhaps slip away from their loved-one to hide personal hurt – not wishing to cast one’s

pain onto another.”

 2009 The Esophageal/Larynx dilation failed twice in addition to the previous efforts, to

perform and improve the swallowing passages ways; therefore, continued soft dietary

foods and numerous smoothie-beverages (fruits, ice creams, crush ice, milk, etc) are the

primary nourishment usually for Barbara.

Is it that necessary to live with pain everyday, recognize tomorrow may never appear, and to

critique pasts decades that created and enveloped ailments of modern times. Cancer – how bad

can one’s life be or feel to have begun – the number one rising killer for woman; yes, it

overpowers their mind after suckling their physician body, permitting invasive surgical

procedures to give others the opportunity to possible have a cure – in their time of need. How

indicatively sad, to have listened and rehashed the words that my sister told me, “I am going to

have surgery, it may be the cure needed to save others’ lives in another time.”

(I thought) How stupid of her to be so giving of herself. How arrogant of her to believe that

her life was worthless, over complete strangers’. How impossible of her to care little about

anything other than contributing scientific-medical advantage, to most-likely ungrateful pieces of

crap.

And, today, as she is still quite alive, my heart pounds a beat for her with every beat of my

own; not because she is my sister but because she is the stronger of us. Her giving to the future
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can and may in fact become the one ‘nationally acceptable trend’ for mothers and fathers, to

provide more than just material-lifestyles, to our caregivers (perhaps to those not even born yet).

So I shall bite my tongue; keep my thoughts out of anger’s way when she tells me of her

laboratory tests and results; especially when diminishing levels have overpowered the healthiest

cells. It won’t be easy, as I have no healthy attitude about death and dying; I believe we should

all live to be as old as humanly-desired, nothing less and certainly not anything more.

“2010 brought-forth another additional year to think about ‘when, where’ and

‘maybe – never’ will Barbara die before me, mom, or any of our gad-zillions of

relatives. But only God knows; where is god when we need that shoulder to cry on,

or to lift our heart? Usually within our subconscious guiding pathologically, in

total silence!”
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Different Events
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School Days

Barbara attended various educational schools, in and around New York State. In Manhattan NY

she began the elementary level, for a short period of time. Mom hated to get out of bed, as do

most parents, to walk the distance – with the offspring. I can understand and accept that to a

point; mostly, to the point that when a kindergarten to 1st or 2nd grader requires adult-supervision,

what with crossing busy streets or running from child grabbers – who is responsible?!?

However – most parents take it for granted there is somebody to watch over their darlings;

one day, who the hell knows.

In Manhattan (known as the Big Apple, in New York City NY) life for me was atrocious but

for Barbara there were not as much misunderstood feelings; she was not scarred nor disfigured as

I, so she was able to meet neighbors’ children and make friends. As for the moms – well there is

not too much to convey. Ethel (our mom) was friendly as she was evil. Beggary was the main-

stream for Barbara in her youthful years. Me, by the time my sister was attending school, I was

married and moved away. I too fought financial disaster, day after day. Mom at off-the-wall

times contacted me, to come help her, when her overspending created dilemmas. Barbara did not

recognize the apathy required to live in a household of poverty, drunkery, and recreational drug

users. It was too bad for her that parenting was not mom’s game, even though our mother was

well within her thirties.

Compassion did not fall into the category of mom’s natural-instinct either. Ethel furthered

mothering into a completely different level of adoration – between parent and child(ren) - into a

stage of animosity. Not by her alone but for the individuals within her care, reach, and

surrounding locale neighbors. I state that not in any negatively, insulting overview; therefore, let

me elaborate a minute’s worth of why, as it has come to be accepted, by mom’s relatives.

 “Your mother is a wonderful person that has had to endure many emotionally disturbing

childhood realities, losses, and imagery incidents.”
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 “Ethel loves you and Barbara very much, as any parent can; it is important to understand

that she has had to learn to cope with everyday living.”

 “Injured in a burning cellar created a mental-block, which kept her back in school and

work functions.”

 “Imagined desires of becoming a movie-star is her major, lifelong embracement.”

Yes this seemingly bullshit list of excuses, in my opinion, is just that not that it has not been

collaborated - amongst her sisters and brothers throughout our lives. The decades of hearing and

observing snickering distasteful looks, gave me and most likely Barbara the idea that we were

nothing more than burdensome creatures. At times I doubt that Barbara has the anger, hostility,

and long-engrained pains, encompassing her, as I.

Threatening verbalizations, by mom, cast such disrespectful feelings, from me to her.

Beatings with clothing hangers (mostly those wire ones), being slammed into the wall or

doorway; trying to hide from a dish or whatever she chose to throw at me; even those hateful

moments of when I would not be quick enough to do something, there was a punch from her to

me. So can I actually be expected to have any great love, respect, or understanding, for such a

mother? Unfortunately, as foolish and stupid and downright unbelievable, I do feel bad for Ethel.

Not because of how she treated me, my sister, and eventually our little brother. I feel bad for a

mother that has aged into a Catholic Charity Case, a beggar. Somebody that could not and did

not wish to adhere to logically providing within her means, or at least to the means within her

realm of capability, as the future eventually comes - to all humans.

So, I admit that Ethel now faces the final years in a nursing home or convalescent home or

whatever it’s known as, in NY. She has nothing to say to me except hello, and then the phone

goes dead; so, I gave up calling her years ago. My sister on the other side of the coin, well she

and her husband adore mom; they do everything humanly possible to make her happy or content

or maybe they are just far more polite that I. Animosity is one of the worst gut-feelings I could
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place upon how much anger and hate I have lived with, about mom. And, as these past few years

(actually a decade) have come and gone, continuing is my sister’s beginning, to understand that I

do in fact care. Perhaps too much, about human-beings; honestly, my life has been dedicated in

many decades to observing senior citizens’ treatment, by others. Thinking of how to improve

their self-image, and have completely become devoid of any concern at all for my mother. That’s

not a nice overview but it is however the most complimentary expression that I could have ever

hoped to provide, about myself.

Ethel did have a few, not many good points; she was a good speller, read on a third or fourth

grade level, and did on that rare occasion take time to guide me through learning. Barbara

however, may not have been blessed with that minimized advantage. Dad (Paul Podluski) was

my best mentor, providing study-time with and without assistance, usually after dinner or on

weekends. So, again, I am the lucky one after all! My background studying has had a good

foundation, which I pursued diligently into my adult-lifetime.

Yes, mom, as cruel in one respect as any hungry animal approaching its prey, Ethel found

time to parent our Nicholas. He was conceived, in a marriage, shortly after dad died. No big deal

except that his father was no better a parent than Ethel. How can the future become a breathless

place to live (in a kind and beautiful way), when parenting is somehow impossible to start, and to

complete in a rational linear path? How can observations of a neglected and violently abused

individual maintain practicality and also have become a failure, in adult years as a parent?

It happened to me and yes, somehow there is no-end to following the parents’ footsteps start

to finish, and becoming enamored by the ‘want to be’ verses the ‘should be’ rules and

regulations, for developing a ‘normal-family’ of children I believe never asked to be created.

They only ask to be brought-forth, from the darkness of their mother’s womb, into a more often
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than not tainted atmosphere, which they must overcome and redevelop the reality of what and

how they should have been raised.

Children, including my sister, my brother, and myself, have found parents to be the worse

enemy of any assailant. There must be something to reestablish caring and genuine loving

parenting; ‘that is promoted on television commercials and movies and in that fantasized

imagery rarely spoken.’

So back to Barbara’s educational pursuits, in the elementary years, she did get tossed aside

by our wonderful mother Ethel; not because Barbara was a problem child. Barbara was cast aside

like a ton of bricks weighing down Ethel’s new married lifestyle, to her spouse Mikie and their

son Nicholas (our brother). When Barbara’s needs were over and above what our brother needed,

she was a problem. Into the first year of our brother’s lifetime, Barbara heard and observed more

criticism than a recruit, in a military base during basic training. Nothing she wanted would come

her way because the baby (our little brother) needed this or that. Barbara could not adjust and

mom shipped her off to me when a rash broke out, on her young body.

Mom was a weird one. I had two sons of my own that meant nothing to Ethel even though

they are her grandchildren. What mattered mostly was that Nicholas, our brother, should not be

exposed to an alien illness such as measles or chicken pox or whatever. Mom called me and said

your sister is in a taxicab and you have to take care of her till that rash is gone.

I had to borrow money to pay the taxicab, from my landlord, so that my sister would not be

brought to some strange police station, for no good reasoning.

Those delightful days of being harmed and re-harmed, by a mother that never truly cared

nor wanted to be a good person, filled the catacombs of my mind, over and over in my daily
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thinking. How I began my worst nightmare should have been the title of this book, as it depicts

the moments that have delved into the why my sister and me are so uncertain, about the future.

Although Barbara’s elementary years went from Manhattan NY to Rosedale NY (where I

admit that first day or two I was a lost soul), education was not a downfall. Barbara put her little

heart and soul into wanting to be the same as the other children. She desired drawing, looking at

and drawing more pictures, and there were those smiles of satisfaction, as she was truly pleased

with herself. Only living with me for a few months, she had to be sent to live with relatives,

during a critical time in my life. I would never agree to have returned Barbara, to a mother that

cared nothing about her. And as stupid as it may seem, I actually attempted to adopt Barbara but

was rejected, because our mother was still alive.

We (human beings) create our own dilemmas and then cannot backtrack long enough to

encompass a logical solution, for the improvement of others, or so it seems.

One of the aunts and uncles accepted the responsibility, leading me to believe Barbara

would be better off, for a few years. As a half-assed query I and my sister did in fact take highly

to one of our mom’s youngest sisters’ and husband; they had two or three sons of their own and

were delighted to have a female enter their dwelling. Barbara found happiness. She found

knowledge. And most important, for several years my sister did not think nor concern her young

mind about anything negative or destructive (at least not that I was aware).

Upon having to take care of my immediate family’s needs, I moved to Florida and found

that it was a beautiful place to live. My heart felt empty, leaving my sister behind and after the

chaotic and disgusting profane language by my mother because I overstepped my level of

authority with her daughter’s well-being, life continued in this turmoil of ‘why me god’
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Why indeed was I the worrier about everything and nothing at all? Where is the line drawn

and why could I not deviate, for the sake of my personal strength and happiness? I cannot answer

that questionable statement, nor can I even encapsulate what a great feeling of joy would or

could have been not lost, after giving up concerns for others.

It must have 1970 or 1971 when I returned to NY after my family’s crisis came to an end; at

least it did in my opinion. My sister-in-law died leaving behind a spouse, five children, and a

lovely house. Too many responsibilities for me, back then. I had my own family (a spouse that

could not handle the stress we endured, two young sons) and nephews and a niece that just were

left motherless by a rare bone cancer. Well, once back to NY the world did not fall at my feet

with anything great. I searched for employment, located a prospective train-of-thought to contact

my sister; not realizing that she was okay where she was!

As mentioned earlier Barbara did move right along with studies, came to live with me in

Wantagh NY, on Long Island. It was a dim place compared to our aunt and uncle’s upstate NY.

However, things moved right along and I was satisfied that my sister had grown into an

adolescent/preteen, long gone from mom’s distasteful hostility.
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Different Beliefs
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Some Things (it seems)…

…fails to surface; others do not visualize until the end of a time-frame; more often than not,

nothing falls into patterns of expectation. So for Barbara (my sister) there is no lifelong patterns

of expectation, of an additional twenty, thirty, or more years; there is no happiness, in an ongoing

tomorrow. Perhaps, for her, death would not be the answer - in my opinion; however, it may

have in-fact become the destiny longed for - within her silence. I, the angered and disgusted with

everything and everybody ‘big sister’ find myself thinking:

 “What would I do in her situation?” (most-likely) I would be crying my eyes out till my

face swelled and turned redder than a sun burnt or inflamed growth.

 “How could I cope with having a halo-of-darkness upon me?” (most-likely) This must be

the most ridiculous query of all, for me, as there might never be any halo, focused upon

the death or its depth of casualty that follows. For certain my heart would feel the

anguish, the painful reality, and the devoid-moments' forthcoming, as each night prior to

sleeping my mind wondered into that darkness of night. A normal night’s sleep which

may or may not awake me in morning, to face the duplication of time day after day after

day…!

 “Why not just give up and let nature take its final grasp – on not?!?” (most likely)

Willing to answer the way I would feel, in her situation, has brought me to think of how

many days she has incurred turmoil without much more than stating laboratory tests,

medical schedules, and how her family (son to grandchildren etc) is doing. (She) Never

complains to me; not mentioning the pain and sorrow or gunk, that I would have more

than likely blasted everybody with: friends, family, enemies, and complete strangers. So,

to answer my own question, I would go down with a verbal statement whereby my sister
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is going down with power; her inner-power has become my perplexed but understanding

that not only am I affected by –eventually - her dying, I am affected because as a formal

‘geriatric health assistant’ my heart was focused upon living and living better, for a long

and happy life. Yep, I the older sister that still lives within the fairytale - someday the

world will be a better place.

My sister Barbara is a stronger than I person, filled with all too many hours of worrying; in

her multi-faceted lifestyle of daily-activities, more than Cancer sets her stage. Keeping in touch

with (step) son JR, daughter-in-law Krisit, brother and sister in laws in NY and TN, when can

she find the time to die?!? The answer should be known-of – as never…!

Beliefs do not singularly treat individual soul-infected diseases; beliefs stem from gut-

feeling. Barbara seems not to be concerned much more about her independent thinking; as she

ponderously permits her care giving husband (Richard) full authority, to address each day’s

activities and events. He has become what I refer to as the ‘mommy syndromic love’ – the one

that occasionally awaits, with and without confused emotions, as he lays heavily upon the faith

of medical and scientific professionals, only to rationalize that he is useless. Useless to keep his

wife alive longer than whomever ‘they’ are that both Barbara and Richard trust and accept as

healers. Again I ponder:

 “Are individuals not at risk getting hooked, into a lifelong span of time forever only

to observe hatred, silence, and uncertainty with a spouse?”

 “Do faithful Christians not find the hours of togetherness just too much, for any

household to encompass, in a rational frame of mind? “

 “Has marriage become or continued to be the main-source of death by hate, covert

within the authentication of misguided young adults, swearing their love (forever) to

one another.“

 “How long is that forever? How many minutes, days, weeks, etcetera can predict

what has been ‘death’s defining moment’ for the unsuspecting?”

 “How can forever be timed within a capsule of perjury, by the respected and

authority figures that mentored the human-race?”
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Throughout Barbara’s lifetime - that I know of – she has been a giving and caring individual; a

bit over bearing at times, utilizing query time, in an investigative manner towards friends or

relatives. Yes, years of her queries have turned-off others, as well as brought closeness to many

with my sister. Somehow from my standpoint, being nosy has no place in the voluptuous but

shallow lifestyles, of numerous individuals. Somehow the belief to query and recognize faults

surfaced into an argument, several years back, as my sister’s prying just was overly-insulting.

Blasting her with harsh but truthful words was an outburst that should, or could have been stated,

in a far less angered mode. Her feelings were hurt. My heart felt as though it was shattering with

each word thrown at her; and to this day, she and I rarely venture into private data about others.

We both have our distances between when is asking questions an imposition or just none of our

concern. Divvying questions of genuine concern, for the growth and development of others in

their lifetime or that of the children (to whom) we are related, is the one aspect of queries still

shared – to a point.

Understanding my sister’s instinctual aggressiveness to create ‘heated and irate moments’

for others, made me realize that limited shared-data was best. In my questions to others, I keep it

simple: “how are the kiddies?” and “when is the baby due?” or to those still in school “well, have

you gotten your degree yet or what?” Mostly the last query by me is stated quite humorously, as

not to infer how long is it going to take, rather – “How can you keep going? You must have great

personal pride and endurance.” Is this too nosy or as I believe a natural communication’s

advantage, knowing when, who, and what to ask. Yes, my sister and I differ in that aspect.

Somehow, she no longer asks me about anything, lest I blast her verbally or excuse myself

from the conversation. How others are spoken-to is a topic that may never be my forte with

Barbara; at times, I feel left in the cold without knowing how everybody she communicates is or
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has been. And then at times, there’s nothing wrong with me just sending an update about my

household’s ‘ups-and-downs’ and asking in a very general way “hope all is good by you?!?”

As this quest, for caring and being concerned continues, as a belief that we are one of many

relatives and friends, even though relatives and friends are not one of us (in my opinion). As for

Barbara (I think) she has similar beliefs about others except there is a thriving momentum – of

great excitement and exhilaration - when something terrible occurs or has been creating turmoil.

It’s as though Barbara is an emotional-vampire and I, well, this is as true a statement as any self-

assessment, only want to find out about the goodnesses and most delightful stuff, I seem to live

only for the facts, as simple as possible, about anything. I dislike the gory stuff, such as harms or

deaths and divorces and the reasons that linger. It may bring to the surface deep caring, about

making things good for others, which has backfired into a façade of my personal weakness, to

except what will be, will be!

Am I a cowardly individual compared to my sister? In some aspects, yes; of course not

knowing when my life will end, gives me time to consider the ways in which I would like to

change the horrendous memories my brother, my sister, and myself have endured, in our

beginning years with a mother that just wasn’t.
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August 27th, 2010 around 2:53pm

I finished making memo notations in the calendar file, in to my sister’s hospitalization, early this

morning. My husband saw her being wheeled into an Emergency Medical Transporter (EMT),

vehicle on a gurney; her husband was getting into his truck, to follow.

I called her husband after a couple of hours; I guess around an hour or so ago, and he did get

back to me within an hour or two; and, Richard Kimbley (that’s my sister’s husband) said, “She

was having problems swallowing last night; she was kind-of choking and gagging. This morning

she had the same conditional problem as well as coughing up mucous and phlegm.”

I would think that it sounds as though she has the same problem as me, which is Chronic

Occurring Pulmonary Disease (COPD), a pulmonary problem; however, she has this MTC

(MTC) and for the last ten or eleven years this has been her downfall; so this illness is probably

related to that. Uhm, anyway, Richard informed me that she will be staying in the hospital

overnight, and as we were speaking on the phone, he said uhm “she was in having a Cat Scan”

and I’m sure they did blood work, urine analysis, and whatever else prior to this. He said, “No

visitors would be permitted.” So I will not go there, uhm; I asked him to “contact me or to keep

me informed either today or tomorrow, as to her condition whether it improves or decreases.”

And that’s about it, uhm.

It is now time for me to make a decision, whether I go to get a manicure and pedicure;

something else that I am baffled with, whether I should make dinner; whether I sit here like a

fool playing games because I don’t know what else to do with myself. Uhm, I can’t worry

anymore about my sister ‘cause it just makes me crazy. It just makes me crazy!!!

Anyway, I love her and just hope she gets better; of course, we have had our differences of

opinions and our differences of beliefs but of course she is eleven years younger than me, so her
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ideas are either more modern or more old-fashioned. Personally, I try to stay in the middle of the

road, so, yeah, I think I’m going out to get my nails done and I’m making chicken dinner with

herbal potatoes and if Richard is home I will bring him a plate of food. And that is about it for

now – it is 2:57.
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Different Facts
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Medullary Thyroid Cancer…

…questions which have somehow developed, after quietly critiquing a dying future, all of which

pertain to the disease, has numerous inferences; therefore, I shall describe according to the

available books, from 1970s forward to 2010, as well as downloaded data from the internet.

Mostly understanding the definition is more important, as it depicts the body parts equalization

within the realm of major-concern, for both patients and physicians. To begin with this profound

data criteria, is: According to Taber’s Cyclopedia Medical Dictionary (1974)

1. Cancer (crab; ulcer) A malignant tumor or neoplasm; a sarcoma or carcinoma.

1.1. Treatment Surgery, cytotoxic agents, radium and x-rays are recognized effective

methods of treatment for cancer.

1.2. NP (nursing procedures) Small pillows and sandbags to relieve strained muscles.

Cradles to hold bedclothes away from painful parts... Light bedclothes; one wool blanket

instead of several cotton ones. Olive oil added to rubbing alcohol prevents chafing and

rawness. Bland, neutral soap should be used for bathing.

1.3. Cater to individual idiosyncrasies. Do not deny particular foods unless there is a good

reason for it. Serve four to six small meals. Attractively decorated trays help to stimulate

appetite in patient. Diet should contain a minimum of 2000 cal. per day.

1.4. Keep patient cheerful. Talk and soothe patient out of complaint when possible. Censor

literature and talk of visitors so that cheerful attitude will be maintained.

2. Medullary (medularis); concerning marrow or medulla.

3. Thyroid A gland of internal secretion in the neck, anterior to and partially surrounding the

thyroid cartilage and upper rings of the trachea.

4. Metastasize To invade by metastasis.

4.1. Metastasis (meta + stasis, stand) Movement of bacteria or body cells (esp. cancer cells)

from one part of the body to another.

4.2. Change in location of a disease or of its manifestations or transfer from one organ or part

to another not directly connected.
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4.3. The usual application is to the manifestation of a malignancy in a secondary growth

arising from the primary growth in a new location. Spread is by the lymphatics or blood

stream.

Okay this is wonderful having definitions of in-depth understanding except that the data only

pertains to how evolved condition can be treated, to make patient comfortable. The treatments

that my sister has received increased negatives. Yes, bowel movement changes (constipation /

diarrhea) rarely a normal evacuation of her body’s digestive waste.

Mood swings and metabolic irrational activities include treatment changes, from medications

prescribed.

Psychological malfunctions, requiring psychiatric evaluations, which prescribed additional

medications; additional daily changes in characterizations surfaced. A day or two with irate

outbursts of hostility and then, other days of calm and sedation surfaced emotions.

Because of the condition (Medullary Thyroid Cancer) Barbara has several surgical

procedures, to remove abnormalities that formed. The invasion surgery and high radiation

treatment along with prescription medications have left her alive but at wits-end. Not knowing

whether the T cells will decrease or increase has her nerves on edge. There is no medication or

treatment to remove anxiety. No psychiatric evaluation can determine the imbalance of fear,

growing within the patient. What is or what can be done to alleviate anguish, quiet suffering

unspoken, and the fear of dying – for what purpose? So as it may seem impossible to delve into

the questions below, answers may surface to help my sister and her professionals. Maybe not –

however this is worth the effort.

The research documentations, downloaded from library websites, through the university I

attended (for my Master of Education Degree in 2005); this data query is just a personal aspect

of knowing there is nothing I can do therefore I must at least better understand the condition.
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 Who is the recipient?

o My sister – a young female with everything to live for. Any male or female can

become the victim of this disease or any other with or without visible symptoms.

 How had it been diagnosed?

o The major complaints included tiredness, lack of energy; loss of appetite;

headaches; sore throat and difficulty swallowing; irregular bowel movements.

Tests were performed by a physician with nothing surfacing, at first; additional

tests were performed with laboratory results displaying slightly elevated results

(in blood workups). Additional professional diagnostics were scheduled, in a

cancer research medical facility, to analyze what was going on. The finding was

not good. More tests and visits were scheduled with each result worse than the

previous.

 Is there a stem-point, researchable, to devour a potentially premature demise?

o So far it seems – NO; however, since the late 1990s until 2001 when Barbara

Kimbley was operated on to remove the cancerous cells, from her thyroid –

chemotherapy and the radiation treatments have surfaced to slow-down the

growth for several months at time with other complications, where the

metastasized cancer cells have traveled. So, for her, this stem point is her neck,

trachea, and thyroid. For others possibly the same; I’ve not yet found research to

clearly define others.

 How is it possible (that) dying has not come-to-be after a decade of suffering?

o Well it seems I, Lana Reddock, Barbara Kimbley’s sister have found her

perseverance, her mood swings, her medical treatment, her personal endeavor to
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continue living one of the main reasons; however, it has been a very difficult

challenge for her and for her husband Richard Kimbley, and all others concerned.

She is on an in-house dietary regime that her husband prepares. Primarily thick

shakes which are fresh fruit and possibly sometimes fresh vegetable combination.

This is ingested when her throat is inflamed and swallowing becomes

overbearing; sometimes (from time-to-time) chewing soft foods, such as: eggs or

cereal that’s maybe been wilted in the bowl of milk, she can ingest with minimal

difficulty. Eating a sandwich, a steak, or a piece of chicken that is cooked

regularly is stressful, to her esophagus and there have been times she has choked

while trying to swallow food that she has chewed nicely. Problems continue to

evolve, in this particular situation a metastasized cancer went into her lungs

causing shortness-of-breath (very similar to my problem COPD); however, it was

discovered it was Medullary Thyroid relation. She had a hysterectomy when her

reproductive organs were attacked by the cancer as well.

 Where did this physiological disaster begin? In NY or FL or perhaps – in utero prior to

birth - in the late-1950s?

o It’s difficult to really state the time (or the moment in time) or place as Barbara

Kimbley did not seem afflicted in any way (with illness) physiologically, in her

youth. She had normal childhood illness: a common cough, a sore throat

occasionally, the measles, chicken pox, uhm nothing of great severity; nothing

notable.

o Nothing severe enough to call emergency treatment; however, Barbara did have a

pregnancy in her teenager year, which she aborted because it was a wise thing for
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her to do at that time. She was still in high school and there would have been no-

way for her to raise a child and continue school, support herself and the child; as

Richard Kimbley who sired it was not a productively employed individual. He

had to sell his motorcycle, to pay for the abortion and it was very early in the

pregnancy and although I would have preferred she not do that – she did and I

have to pat her on the back because she took her life, her future, and the future of

her relationship into focus in a very clearly well-defined scenario.

 When can a diagnosis be assumed or accepted, as definitely the end-result?

o For my sister (in 2000) it was accepted as a dangerous cancer, after repeated

blood workups and other tests were increasingly displaying positive results, to T-

cells and manifestation of cancerous cells increasing. Modules that multiplied,

filled with cancer appeared in the diagnostic evaluations (Pet Scans, MRIs, etc).

Bone Density Tests displayed loss of strength, which was a direct relation to

cancer, as it metastasized slowly into her body via blood vessel distribution (in the

normal course of each day’s living experience). Months did not separate cancer

from my sister; years have prolonged the wait for death, yet somehow, in the back

of my mind I wish for her to live a long life. In 2001 after the invasive surgery,

cancer appeared to be at a halt, which was wonderful until the next set of

diagnostic tests revealed, the metatasization reached her lungs. Metastasizing

continuing into her organs of reproduction, which were removed and created that

air of maybe this, will decrease its growth. That still did not occur. In 2010

varying T-cells as well as other body parts are being examined by specialists,

more often than not the results fluctuate between temporarily in remission to
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aggressively moving into newer locations (to invade organs and blood stream). It

is clear that she has Cancer in the most heartfelt painful way and that as long as

her mind is not afflicted; my sister may survive this attack, for a few additional

years; whether longer than that cannot be predicted, at least not by me.

 Can death ‘truly’ penetrate happiness?

o For Barbara Kimbley and connected relatives, YES! It has created a halo of

darkness. Shadows of grief oddly enough come and go, from this nasty halo,

which has enveloped a family for many years now. Happiness, although my sister

has maintained a strong minded thinking process, attends when feeling up to it

functions. This year and a few years ago – Barbara and Richard Kimbley ventured

to their vacation hideaway, for a week; not to actually partake in anything exciting

or dangerously fun. They vacationed to get out of the daily rut, of scheduled

appointments with laboratories (for diagnostic tests), doctors’ office, and their

battle of ups-and-downs.

I ponder - whether either my sister or brother-in-law has considered the various changes between

negative and positive results, which may be a direct-relationship to something that is ongoing in

their home; something that might be so simple or remotely the curing phase or activity, to

maintain a conditional remission indefinitely?!?

Yep – I think plenty and say little – in regards to cancer and nursing procedures, and of

course medications prescribed as well as over the counter; nothing sticks out like a sore thumb,

to encourage reduction of cancer cells. No – I am not a researcher in the medical or scientific

field; therefore I maintain mental notations, typed information, downloaded available research

(by others), and images of my sister. Video clips and audio files are abundant; each providing
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data disclosing her psychological perceived momentum, at a certain time within her life, as she

progressively battles the possibly failed mission.

Because there are many files to: insert, copy and paste referentially, the most valuable asset I

can ascribed to, is completing each section to its maximum potential and building or editing in or

out of its necessary data. This process may be quite time-consuming; however, it will maintain

an even flow of data. And, it will most-likely have a better, well-defined chronological order to

the reader or anybody listening to the audio tapes.
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Religious Inference

…have numerous beliefs instilled, by a Priest, known as Father [whatever the surname

happens to be]; higher officiating religious leaders select their own name; such as the Pope - for

somebody historically admired, for a lasting impact I would think.

In this book’s inferential and referential data and photograph collection, my sister and many

others (including myself) have been sworn or accepted or acknowledged to abide by God’s

WILL. Although not etched in stone, as depicted in the movies, such as The Ten

Commandments, The Big Fisherman, Ben-Hur, and numerous other brought to the public’s

attention since the 1950s, religious beliefs studied in one’s youth lingers over evil intentional

activity. Some individual may rely on their gut-feeling. Others may state that voice in the head,

weighing right from wrong. Roman Catholics however active in the church and its ways –

somehow are suppressed upon thinking about anything unacceptable. So – why do parents

register their children for religious studies?

It seems that following in their footsteps down or perhaps up life’s pathway to heaven can

be achieved, by an entire family; honestly, after the lifetime I (the author) have shared with

relatives I think: Can this religion lead me and them to death’s dwelling place, to meet with the

maker of all things?

Anyway, following something sets internal-rules, for children and the time they are

studying, parents can fritter away an extra hour or two of gossiping or watching television and

whatever adults do.

The main religious sacraments for Roman Catholics are: baptism, confession, penance,

communion, confirmation, matrimony, and the last rites. There is another but it slipped my mind

currently. For my sister’s sake the images available will be inserted from the Photographs
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Section appropriately, displaying how she lived. Birth to Death is a vicious cycle, studied by

scientists around the world – in a course known as Geriatrics. All I wanted for my sister was a

good, stable-lifetime. Instead she is suffering, from an incurable disease. Religion cannot do

anything to heal her! Religion can only prepare her for the last rites – issued by a priest. Yuck on

all that…!

01 Baptism…

While mom and dad were preparing, for the religious sacrament: baptism, for Barbara, we

lived in Manhattan NY. It must have been the end of 1958 or early-1959 when she was blessed,

in the church. Her godparents are Shirley & James Casey-Sr were residents, in Brooklyn NY.

Their daughter Kathy was baptized the same day (I believe). The date and time is unavailable by

anybody, so I shall have nothing accurate to add. I do however remember taking the train to get

to Brooklyn NY with mom, dad, and my sister. I remember her crying when the priest

administered the water to her forehead; after that, there seems to be a blank in my mind,

regarding the ceremony.

After returning home from Brooklyn NY I remember dad, mom, my sister, and me walked

home from the subway to a place called Katz Restaurant. We walked home after eating. {it

seems} strange how I remember having a huge Pastrami Sandwich on rye bread with hmmm a

Dr. Brown’s Celery Soda; it was in a kind-of like a silvery green color can. I don’t know what

mom and dad had but whatever, I enjoyed myself. We probably ended up taking home most of

mine because I just a kid; eleven or twelve years old. There’s no humongous appetite at that age.

Actually, I remember years prior to this moment I was said to have ‘eyes bigger than my

stomach.” Whatever on that!
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02 Confession and Penance…

… the second sacrament for youngsters, sets the path for forgiveness of sins. This is after the

Priest hears (in a darkly lit box) an individual’s version – of whatever should not have been

committed. There are 3 types of sins, for Catholics:

a. Original Sin is the one we are baptized against, as it is considered the primary badness of

possibly conception. It was not explained in depth to the youngsters in my course study.

b. Venial Sin was explained to be a minor altercation; something that did not harm anybody

with great anger. Possibly telling a fib or tasting a grape in the supermarket might have

been this type. Apologizing for the childish prank seemed to be the way in which to

curtail punishment, from God.

c. Mortal Sin was defined in great length as being a horrendous criminal act. Robbing

somebody at gun point, threatening to do bodily harm to anybody, and worst of all crimes

– murdering another human being. It was never quite defined as to whether this type of

offense was only towards other Catholics or not. So, when something is recognized as a

mortal sin – how can a youngster be expected to deviate from the rules; after all, in the

religious motion pictures there is so many sects battling, slandering, and planning to

attacks others – what can youngsters do to evaluate their potential thoughts and actions?

What do youngsters know of such, and why would their souls require being blessed,

forgiven, and perhaps unblemished (as if that unblemished sin would truly make sins

disappear)?!?

Well for my sister it was a practice she had to complete and endure herself, as mom would

not be interested in anything godly; our brother (Nicholas) as far more in need of mom than my

sister. Not in my opinion but in the way mom expressed her parental guideline, to undertake only
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the child without a mentality to be cared-for independently. So weird, sad, and even more –

difficult to understand – how could any parent expect a child of elementary age to travel (walk or

bicycle) to and from anyplace, in an unsafe manner.

I personally do not know much about how well Barbara did with confessing sins, which

would have been most likely very small: taking a piece of candy from a store. Thinking of how

mom angered herself and others, in a hateful way. I mean how could such stupidity become a

rationale for religious needs?

{But} In preparation for Holy Communion/Holy Eucharist penance was a must; as it was a

punishment from the Priest that heard the confession. Prayers that were to be repeated 5 or more

times (i.e.: Hail Mary, Our Father, and the Rosary); the pre-sacrament of Communion required

weekly confessions, to maintain religious obligation…once blessed by the Holy Eucharist.

Penance however became more intense, reciting the Rosary up to 5 times, for adults confessing

to sins.

Obviously, my approach would not have stressed the importance of telling a priest anything,

out of the perfect daily activities, as I found early priests would confer with parents, and disclose

all secrets heard in the confessional by children. For me, one secret led to mom beating me to a

pulp; never again did I confide in anybody religious. Never again did I utilize religion as a way

to heaven. Not that I do not attend occasional masses, such as: Christmas Eve, Easter, Weddings,

and Funerals, that is it for me the author. Religion damaged me psychologically, along with

many other children that trusted priests; they too were whipped severely by their parents back-

then. Hmmm…!
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03 Communion…

This image below is Barbara Ann Podluski (now: Kimbley-Sr) at the St. Ann’s Church in the

Bronx NY. She had completed the sacrament of Holy Eucharist, better known as Holy

Communion. Mom must have attended, lest she cast a shadow of disappointment to my sister. I

did not attend as I lived far away, at the time and was not informed, by mom.

1967 or 1968 Communion Day

Mom apparently had a small to-do at the house or apartment, for Barbara, in celebration of

her successful religious event. I can believe that her husband Mike was there and my little

brother Nicholas was there.

Nicholas was apparently 2 or 3 years old at that time, beginning to have a mind of his own,

at that point in his life. Mom seemed to have rejected his capability as an individual and found

him more as an annoyance, which was like putting him in the same category as my sister and me.

Although years and years apart, it seems mom was just not a mother. Don’t know why – I mean

really why!?!

Nobody has to live their past repeatedly, over and over again; they do have the opportunity

to evaluate themselves. But my sister dying with Cancer, our mother has no sympathy or no
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remorse no anything of great value, and it is years and years past this one photographic day. So,

for Barbara Holy Communion led my sister to believe - religion was the path to heaven. I do

hope she changes her mind somewhat.

I ponder whether or not these religious sacraments that I also accomplished completing have

not been haunting me, as I live each day, knowing that if there’s a god where is this person or

being? How can god that is supposed to unblemish our nastiness protect us, from the harms and

evils of others? I ponder whether or not I personally am thinking out of context; perhaps

misinterpreting what I have studied. I ponder whether, or not evolutionary depths, reign far

superior to our religious beliefs, which had been bestowed upon us in our youth. And not only

through Catholism {but} for: Judaic beliefs, Protestant, Hinduism, Buddhism, Muslims, perhaps

even demonic satanic beliefs, etc. I have no clue. I doubt there is anyone that can infer reality - to

why religion is practiced.

04 Confirmation…

…the religious sacrament stands between matrimony and the last rites. Most Roman Catholics

achieve this level, permitting it to guide their future. Barbara, as most individuals, rarely convey

any historic depth about religious living. At times, she vents with great strength that her godly

days are inscribed, in the Bible. Perhaps after four decades Barbara has no recollection, of where

or when she had been confirmed of her faith. For me, it was just another day of feeding the

church’s monetary needs and being slapped in the face with no malice, by a bishop or a cardinal

(in early teen years).

Confirmation had to be the power to hold Catholics until their destination brought forth the

next ritual; however, there is a representation to becoming confirmed. It means I believe the

church accepts the individual. It means god will protect the individual. It means you can not go
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straight to hell when you die. Whether or not you have completed a confession and the penance,

which is a confession of malice or any kind of sin, you will go straight to purgatory. However,

any sin committed and not confessed deems the individual upon death – a trip straight to Hell. So

what does this actually mean? Your soul will separate from your body, and it will be sort of up

there someplace, wherever god is to chose or select your body, as the one going to heaven.

As perplexed and probably outlandish as that may seem, I believe that happens even though

- I have lost most of my beliefs in my faith. But for some unmistaken reason I kept that, perhaps

for when I speak to children learning, so I do not knock their beliefs, or their intended beliefs of

the sacramental needs. I nurture parents with children in the same instructional understanding.

Somehow, I think that itself is one of the biggest lies I could possibly do. But why should I ruin

happiness of the momentum for a child? Why should anybody?

Besides making her confirmation as a prepared momentum, for adulthood, I think the

teenage years are too focused upon attending a ceremonial weekly penance. Commit a sin,

anything you want; on Saturday go into church. Go into the confession box and say: “Bless me

father, for I have sinned, it has been so-long since my last confession.” And then, deeply and

sincerely express what you have done wrong. Whether is was you cursed out your neighbor, you

threw a cat out the door in the middle of winter, whether you stole a few dollars; whether you

cheated on your taxes – the priest will say: “This is a terrible thing.” And yes, you will get a

certain amount of penance.

You will have to say the rosary maybe 5 times; you will have to say 10 Our Fathers or 4

Hail Maries. And this will erase whatever negative you have done, I can’t believe that {but} this

is the religion. This is what is taught. And when you leave that confessional box and you knee

down at a pew and when you sit and you say your penance, hmm, you can leave the church with
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clean heart and clean mind and clean thought – you can say to yourself I have never done

anything wrong in all my life. I am unblemished, psychologically that’s very nice. Personally, I

the author do not agree with that {because} that leaves the door wide-open, for someone that has

maliciously killed somebody a bunch of people, or stolen expensive items. It leaves open the

door, to separate, good from bad, religious from evil; I don’t know…it’s not right so how….

Confirmation is that teenage sacrament that is supposed to bring us closer to god, and into a

godly lifestyle. Instead, it seems to have opened doors of deceitfulness. So for many years my

sister, and other Catholics that had been confirmed attend church religiously: on baptisms for

others, on weddings, on divorces, funerals whatever. Me, I still just go on Christmas Eve, Easter,

Weddings, and Funerals; and once in a rare blue moon – yes - I do go to church to see that it is

still there, and that the envisionment of beauty, calmness, and tranquility casts upon myself

something that I cannot find in my house, or in may car, or in the library. And I do leave the

church feeling better, however I do not confess to anything. I do not take penance but my sister,

a devout Catholic she does it all.

05 Matrimony

…it was 1988 when my sister (Barbara Ann Podluski) married Richard Karl Kimbley-Sr. They

had lived according to the Catholic Church in sin {because} they shared a dwelling for 17 years

prior to marriage; however, it seems their living together was accepted, by the Catholic Church

when Richard and Barbara decided to marry, in a religious ceremony. Whereby Richard who had

not professed to Catholism, had to undergo sessions to complete his full understanding, of what

was going on within the religious. For Barbara 17 years of living with Richard, unwed, deprived

her psychologically of the obligation to the church, and her self-worthiness, as a Catholic.
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Although religion has a place in many believers of God vs. Satan where do modernized

relationships stand when permanence just cannot be accentuated, to satisfy others.

1. Is there a firm right or wrong casting evil upon couples, specialized bickering

patterns that has to be accepted? It is often said, “it’s God’s will, during sad times, to

unwed couples.”

2. Does God defy the rituals in pre-adulthood? Such a question seems irrelevant,

however God has no prescribed individual guidelines, other than the teachings.

3. How has longevity stepped on Catholism, developing a future including religion and

a private dwelling, on a daily basis? In my opinion, overstepping one’s bounds

comes upon acceptance into a regimental lifestyle – religiously, defiantly, or any

other way…as a group or an individual.

The answers for Barbara, for a very long time - and the beliefs for her partner - to whom she had

inferred marriage was her goal throughout their years as a couple; however, until his training

sessions he believed differently. When he opted to the matrimony ritual ”till death do us part”

Richard may have been saddened, learning to know his place as a Roman Catholic.

As Richard attended his sessions, to transform from a non-believer into a religious follower,

in his Wantagh NY dwelling, he became aware that a higher power oversaw everybody’s actions.

His mother, a beautifully catholic oriented parent withstood many ups and downs, most

prominent - an alcoholic spouse that died, leaving her to raise their unwed sons and daughter

alone, with no income. She used prayers as her salvation; her survival path into a future of what

appeared to be dismal and sad. Richard and Barbara in their own apartment, minutes away from

the mother’s house, provided consolement at times.

Richard, the father of a toddler, from a previous relationship brought his son Junior to live

with his mother; a grandmother not truly able to handle a youngster. She raised him with the

kindness and love, goodness and godliness, and she did this for several years. The lad’s mother

was an unwed military female that had enlisted after child’s birth, to cleanse herself of an
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outlandish recreational drug and alcohol problem. Now this is what I have been told by my sister

Barbara. I have never confronted the young man’s mother. Richard raised his son on weekends

with my sister’s guidance, when his mother needed to be alone, away from the heartening needs

of a very active grandchild.

As Richard and Barbara’s relationship grew to a serious involvement, the son came to stay

with them not only on weekends but a few days here and there during the week. Barbara had

become the one he calls mom. She after 17 years of living with Richard finally grasped hold of

him, and he recognized that matrimony would bless and bestow upon them god’s acceptance, as

a true Roman Catholic family; a good place to raise his son.

Richard Junior at the wedding was best man; he was quite pleased that his father was

marrying the woman that he had lived with for many years. Other relatives did not attend, as they

were living too far away. I, in Florida, was unable to attend; there had been numerous flight

difficulties and terrorist activities ongoing that gave me the creeps. Richard’s sister Christine

McClary in Tennessee with three of their brothers, and many friends appeared - at the reception,

to make the couple feel wanted, loved, and accepted.

The wedding in itself and the reception, did place several close friends in a conditional

acceptance mode as well as perplexed, as most people assumed Barbara and Richard had been

married, for all the years that they had known them.

After a few years of being wed, in 1988 Barbara & Richard, his son Junior, and our Cousin

Kathy moved to Florida. Richard found employment. Barbara found employment. Kathy located

employment. Things went nicely until Barbara’s illness began, in the 1990s. Much to my

surprise Barbara did not complain to me right away; and when we did speak, more often than not
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it was of how tired she was. She frequently mentioned how alone she felt, and that she had left so

many close affiliates behind in NY.

06 Holy Order

…pertains to the priesthood and nunary…whereby young devoted Catholics become part of a

family within the community, its church, and its members. Brothers and Sisters live daily for

God. They practice religious beliefs, educate the children and adults, and most often than not the

sick require being blessed.

Whether in a medical facility, a private dwelling, or a few minutes visit to the church

somebody provides kindness…in a religious way….

All the Sacraments are thought to be about the convent and rectory related ‘required and

expected tasks’ for either or both the priests and nuns. (January 2011, Lana Reddock)

07 Last Rites…

As religious training for the Holy Order included knowing and memorizing the Rites,

Sacraments, and Final Blessing – that have value in this book “Living to Die“ – so does

this section include the church’s obligatory response to my sister’s needs.

April 28th 2011 Father O’Dwyer of St. Malachy’s Church administered the Last Rites

To: Barbara Ann Podluski-Kimbley-Sr.
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The Priest was contacted and went to the hospital, he presides over her; he anointed her forehead,

just as they do at baptism. He said the sign of the cross over the body, and blessed it, so that the

patient will not die in sin. Perhaps if the patient is near death but not ready to die within a

moment, a confession is asked, however for my sister there was no need.

For my sister I do believe she had been issued the Last Rites soon after surgery, the first

time in 2001 {because} she had such a difficult recuperating time. The surgery, it was as though

her neck was cut from ear-to-ear, below the jaw-line, and pretty much - that’s about the size of it.

She had the Cancer Cells removed, so the Last Rites was a necessity that she should die and go

straight to Heaven; forget the Purgatory, body and soul as one.

I, too, have had the Last Rites, a few times; I was actually pronounced dead, after

surgery, when I was a youngster; it took an indefinite amount of days for me to

recuperate. I had skin graphs and reconstructive surgery on my face and hand;

however, I take it kind-of like a grain of salt – one minute its here and then next

its gone. So, should I ever die because I had the Last Rites – once or twice – does

that mean I am going straight to Heaven?

I like to think I’m not such a great person that I might meet a lot of friends down below. I’m

not sweating it here on Earth {but} those Last Rites give Catholics – especially the Roman

Catholics – the inner peace, required to live a nice life without dwelling on “What’s gonna

happen when I can no longer breathe or take care of myself? What’s gonna happen when I die?”

We know; we are going straight to Heaven.

Jews have the same beliefs except they do not do the anointing. They do the Bris, after the

babies are a few days to a week old. They do the Bar Mitzvah, at twelve, thirteen or fourteen
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years old. And at death the Rabbi comes to say a prayer, called the Kiddish; it is also said at the

grave site as well as the urn with the ashes, once cremated.

Other religions have other rituals, at this time my knowledge is devoid of the proper words.

Whether or not we need them, I don’t know. Whether or not I could feel anymore safe, I

don’t know! {But} Daily I want to call my sister and to say, “Hi, how are ya?” Just to know

she’s alive; perhaps that’s stupid, irritating, or aggravating, I don’t know. She does the same to

me sometimes. So if she had the Last Rites, and I have had the Last Rites:

maybe we both are going to have the last laugh…!
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Special Days
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Tennessee Renaissance…

…in everybody’s journey through a lifetime there comes entwinements, to relatives and

acquaintances, as well as to those we brush through - in a crowded public transporting vehicle to

merely walking from place to place; herein this section are the occasional events that have

required meeting and greeting others. Others, not those we see regularly; others that have just

struck up conversation, during a phenomenal event, achievement or viewing; others to which we

normally would have never been able to meet, which share the moment’s excitement or dismay.

These individuals might include: beach days, vacations, restaurant dining, special events,

educational as well as occupational activities, and more often than not – moments spent waiting

in medical facilities. So, I share a few of the special days with my sister and her in-law relatives.

In 2001 JR (Richard Kimbley-Sr’s son) graduated from college and I was told; to which, I

decided to fly to Tennessee with Richard and Barbara, to give us a family-moment. It was a

delightful time. There we not only gathered with others, both relatives and strangers; the event

was a proudly presented affair.

The first day of arrival we went from airport to Christine and Bill McClary’s house; it was

lovely. They are blessed with a dual level that is easily comforting to the mind and the body.

Downstairs is where I slept, in an apartment-like dwelling area; that is where several rooms

were, in readily availability, for others to sew, compute, wash up, and also do laundry. Who

could ask for anything more? There was a lovely kitchen area, ready for use that I did not need to

use. There was a beautiful fireplace which I did not attempt to use, as it was summertime. And,

more interestingly, there was a lovely doorway to the outside where critters roamed; not

dangerous animals only their dog and cat(s). In the morning there was the cat at the door;

meowing – yep - I could not open it to let the pet in because of my breathing condition, which
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would have been negatively affected. I did however observe it’s (the cat’s) demure. It appeared

as friendly outside as it was inside – the night before – upon our arrival.

That morning we had coffee and there was a breakfast prepared, for us, by Christine

McClary. I don’t remember whether I ate or just enjoyed the usual coffee and morning meds

(same as home). Richard and Barbara must have enjoyed breakfast, as they are morning folks

back home, in Florida. It was lovely not to fight traffic, driving to the college, for the ceremony.

Richard drove Barbara and I; his sister and brother-in-law drove their vehicle with Doreen (their

mother). JR’s mother arrived, by herself. Paul Kimbley (Richard’s brother) I believe was with us

in the rental vehicle – somehow, it is not clear, in my mind. There is much to tell and much more

to keep as one hell of a visual that my nephew JR successfully completed this first 2 years of

college. He later mentioned that he wanted to pursue another two years, towards a degree in legal

areas; yes, he wanted to become a lawyer. His big dreams are there probably throughout his

years that followed, and yes he did return a year or two later; he completed those additional

higher education studies. He did not however acquire lawyer status, according to Barbara.

2001 JR Kimbley Grad 2001 {College} Dean or President

Once the ceremonial rituals ended there was a fellowship, for all student graduates and their

trail of well-wishes, for cake and beverages (soft drinks and coffee or tea). The Dean or President
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of the college met with just about everybody, in attendance, to shake their hand and say

something positive about the anticipated future, for the students; his persona was huge.

As the eventful day came to a halt, several hours later, we captured the moments

photographically and headed towards our vehicles, for the journey back to the main house.

Doreen lived in a lovely house with an enormous backyard, which was being prepared for a

built-in swimming pool, for the grandchildren and the grown children. Hmmm…what lucky

folks they are! And we dined and chatted and drank coffee, ate desserts, and more chatting until

it was mid-evening and time to get some sleep, for the quickly decided next day’s event. Yes, we

were going to a festival that for me was the first major outing in years.

My sister, the prognosticated cancer patient, needed to have a last hoorah so to

speak; and this was going to give her stepson JR something good to remember, in

the event that she did not survive the surgical procedure upon our arrival home.

The festival was in a huge fairground, which was filled with parked vehicles and so many

individuals walking to and from activity displays {that} I felt as though I was a kid in a candy

shoppe for the first time in years. Richard paid for my ticket to enter, along with his and my

sister’s. So much to see and not enough time, as the day quickly sped right along. Kiosks were

filled with jewelry makers, food and beverages, birds were flying overhead as though trained to

put on a great performance, and above all that glitz was the wow-factor for me. Yep – there were

performers – Chess Board Game activity whereby the member-players were individuals; a

facilitator called the moves, a player jaunted to the location, and the game began. It took hours

for this entertainment to complete. In turn each player (none of us visitors) partook what the

reality of the game would become as their turn arose. This was for certain - one fantastic
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performance - not to mention the thrill of observation, which created a vast variation to the board

game’s possibilities. So did we have a family day? You bet your – you know what…!

Exhausted from the walkabout, in need of nebulizer treatments, and several inhalation puffs,

the day was fun but shortness-of-breath turned me into an old-fuddy-duddy. I did however think

to purchase a commemorative drinking glass; it is a plastic, quart size logo and emblem hour

plastic shaped vessel. I (it) use today for coin deliveries to the bank, when too many are in my

purse or piggy bank. Back then, the plastic vessel was filled with icy, cold beer. Hmmm…! That

was one of the best beverages I enjoyed because it quenched my thirst and relaxed my breathing.

However – the most important star of the show of this day was JR. Everybody finally met

his mother; her name is Terry. And my sister I believe met Terry for the second times, after

speaking with her several times on the phone in the past. And most important, JR had the

moment to embrace two moms, two families; his aunts and uncles on one side that were his

father’s relatives and of course me, the whooptedo person – just his aunt on my sister’s side. And

my sister did enjoy herself - which was wonderful and for me – that’s really all that this event

was all about.
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Broadcast Journalism…

…something that my sister does with greatness, has to be one of the largest achievements

throughout this journey with Cancer, as the dark halo, hovers over. It seemed the correct thing to

challenge, in a higher pursuit, to get away from the physiological effects building, making health

concerns more important than just being alive. Me, the blabbering big sister encouraged Barbara

to do something other than lay down and die, to satisfy a carcinomatic era. And so the two of us

completed educational pursuits, in this year 2003, at the same college in Fort Lauderdale FL

Achievements are reasons to stand on firm ground and declare “I am a winner.” Together,

we both stood firmly and walked the way to the seats in a large, newly built auditorium, of

Calvary Chapel – just a short drive from the college. There must have been a thousand student

graduates with well-wishes. I think my sister and me were the oldest, as most students (grads that

is) were fresh out of high school and just continued. Each younger student built their own

repertoire of databases, knowledge, and experience through studying the aspects of others that

documented the ‘how-tos’ in textbook form.

For my sister this was the challenge that definitely gave her a problem, as her previous

college experiences were good except for mathematics. I think it was algebra or something,

which gave her such a problem, she just did not wish to continue. I had similar math problems

but I pursued until I got that passing grade; how else could I have been awarded the business

degree in administration. Can’t afford to quit anything once an adult; lest the world have crap

slathered over the future.

And so – the experience of a degree for myself was a Bachelor of Science (BS/BA), which

followed my Associate Degree of Science (ASPIS). My sister had already achieved an Associate

of the Arts degree (AA), except she had to fulfill the math class, in order to collect the degree
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status; therefore, as it had neared its end – is when she began the Broadcast Journalism in 2001.

Both of us began in 2001. She on one level and me another. Her AA from Nassau Community

College NY was pending the completion of math. Not only was it holding her back from

receiving that degree, the math class was terrorizing her. Barbara ended up taking a special

course or a tutoring session, to make her equipped with the mathematic input, to take that test

and to focus on only one thing – to pass. When she submitted the passing grade, to the college in

NY, she did finally receive her AA from NY. Yes indeed she was just tickled.

So in 2003 we both received here in City College of Fort Lauderdale FL degrees. She in the

Broadcast Journalism, I mean this was a major achievement. She was able to write her own

show, her own script. She was able to create NEWS about something good or something terrible.

She knew how to do three minute stints, two minutes, or one minute; she knew how to develop

commercial breaks {because} she practiced. Tremendous practice, two years studying; she

succeeded. She has two associate degrees; I never heard of anybody with two AA’s. I am just so

damn proud of her. And, even though she had problems with her throat with medullary thyroid

cancer, she succeeded. It blows me away to think that she was that strong.

Me, as I had earlier said, "if it were me – I’d probably be laying in my bed crying my eyes

out" thinking ‘what a sorry ass person I am.’

The people that came to our graduation was also proud – of both of us. Relatives visiting on

their vacation, from NY; relatives that live in FL; her husband Richard, and my husband Robert,

and my daughter - mean come - on how crazy is that!?! She and I, we were like the queen bees

in that one-moment-in-time.

I, eleven years older than she, just cannot believe that we achieved something; something of

goodness just for our own self, for our ego, for our boost in life, and this damn cancer is kicking
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her ass – that MTC pisses me off. And I hope it pisses off everybody else, too, maybe we can put

a stop to it. And maybe we can’t.

Did Barbara work in the field of broadcasting journalism? “No, no, no!”

She did pursue improving her health {and} she did continue getting her tests: bone density

tests, blood tests, urine tests, some kind of CAT scans, MRIs and that’s when they always found

something new. And for me, that’s when I realized I was just so freakin’ tired of hearing how

sick she was, I used to tell her. “Don’t tell me anymore. I don’t want to hear it. When I ask how

are ya, you tell me - ‘you have a pain or you don’t feel well’; don’t tell me oh I have to have this

and that’ it just makes me so angry.” Yep angry with the medical professionals…ordering…and

documenting results.

I wish the hell I could get over it; I know people have to die. I know people hate each other.

I know people love each other. I know people – or I have come to the point in life where I am -

where I am just indifferent I don’t even care anymore. I just don’t want to hear all the gory

details and yet, she is my only sister, and she thinks of me like I’m shit because she has such a

good family with Richard’s relatives. It really ticks me off because I don’t see them as better

than me at all. They just stick together. I have nobody to stick with – how about that?

So the two graduates went to dinner celebrated, laughed, patted each other on the back so to

speak, we ate a huge piece of cake and everybody took pictures. And I was so disgusted that I

just sat there on the floor like a fool and I “take a picture of me now.” And there I sat. I guess I

looked like I was drunk and that was good because I really wanted people to think - I didn’t give

a shit. But I did! Yep a bachelor degree; a married woman getting a bachelor degree, I mean –

hello!!! Only I could be that foolish. But I understood the concept of math. I don’t like it; a year

and a half later I said screw this I’m not gonna be wasting my time with math, I went back and I
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got my degree in education. Instructional Technology – now I found what I loved. Gee-Gad why

couldn’t I have found this when I was a young person? Why couldn’t I have found this during

my healthier years … instead of now … when I have COPD and feel useless!?!

My sister, all she seems to find is, she has to get her lung pumped, or she has to get her

cancer removed, or it is metastasizing in her blood stream, and its going into her organs. And

then she goes back for more test, to find out ‘oh, it seemed to have stopped.’ I think the doctors

need to get a degree in how-to successfully inform a patient, of what the hell is going on - unless

- she really wants to hear all the jabberings.

Me, I’m like, just tell me when I’m going to die and that’s it. If you can’t, eh, don’t tell me

anything or just say, well – you’re not improved, okay! That’s it and I’ll probably be like - okay.

{But then} I could have told them that myself. They tell here all the dirty, gory details but is she

going back to college??? Nah!!! Not my sister, she’s smart. She’s gonna sit around and wait to

die {and} I am gonna try very hard, as much as I hate the fact of how strong she is, I’m gonna try

my best to keep her alive. I’m gonna encourage her; that’s really all I can do because she’s got a

husband. As far as I am concerned, once you’re married it’s his responsibility, or if it was the

other way around, if he was ill, it would be the wife’s responsibility - to keep the person alive.

“Keep that son-of-a-bitch healthy.”

Why get married if you’re not gonna do it permanently? Why get a degree if you’re not

gonna at least use the concepts, for your benefit or to understand better your income, or to know

the way to research? I mean - Why become a grown adult? Why become a parent, if you’re not

gonna be interested in your children’s activities? Right…?!? Okay, I think this way, and of

course sometimes I’m useless; I have my moods. My sister, she suffers in silence, most of the

time I believe but she writes. My god, she has journals that she has handwritten; and I said to her
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it’s nice that you have handwritten stuff but why leave that for somebody when you’re dead - to

become multi-billionaires? Pursue something for yourself now that you can enjoy. Type up

everything; publish it; create an understanding between yourself and the reality that you are an

educated woman. Whether she does it or not, I don’t know! But I do know, she, just as I have

collected tons and tons of photographs - those alone could make at least ten books, twenty books

because they say a picture tells a thousand words. My sister and I, we’ve go a lot to say!!!

2003 Graduate Barbara Kimbley-Sr
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Research…

… for personal input arose during the time I was disgusted, which created a strong desire to

understand or gain a broader-picture, of this ailment. The internet provided an abundant quantity,

far more than I wish to disclose or share. Therefore, the important data, which has been skimmed

through after printing and hole punched, to save in a loose-leaf notebook – required reading

carefully in order to include only necessary facts. Not that all of the research downloaded and

saved is not just that; mostly, the data is from professionals learning about the future concerns, to

treat patients, from the past and present patients results.

Today the research to include in this book, from available data has been read-through and

simplified, for nonprofessionals to understand. The input and ideologies, tests for this disease

(ailment) and treatments, as well as various types of observational inferences explain to readers,

and may in fact hold future cure. The disease has become a 1 in a 100,000 patient diagnosis;

grasping primarily adults. Both ‘males’ and ‘females’ have become victims. Both genders

portray the healthy lifestyles throughout their youth until – out of the blue - symptoms of

discomfort begin and increase with no certainty.

More often than not MTC has become the less than primary testing ailment; the time-span of

growth increases its negativity and creates surgical procedures that may or may not have been

prevented, if early detection occurred.

The following pages describe precise information, definitions, image(s) and hyperlinks to

website pages that can establish a wider-range of knowledge.
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[2010, Sept 22] Image downloaded from the internet.

Thyroid - visual cognition

http://www.medicinenet.com/thyroid_blood_tests/glossary.htm

As displayed the Thyroid gland and its surrounding area within the throat. Definitions of effected

areas consist of multiple data references, which should be not only viewed; this data should be

scrutinized, to gain full-knowledge that has been presented by available information, from

professionals. As current as 2008 and further back, data changes are included when located.

Most hyperlinks do not function because only the main-linked data opens, whereby the data

wished to be viewed can be accessed directly – at the website.
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Research Terminology

As rude as it may seem to copy and realign specifically related terminologies

about MTC – it is essential that readers and researchers with limited or minimal

resources view the available (to the public) data. As follows directly from the

website is a list of ‘words, phrases, and definitions’ to bring-forth concern or

relief, about a carcinoma rarely discussed; it however is growing in patient

related topics, when most tests fail to bring about a diagnosis.

Adam's apple: A familiar anatomic feature in the front of the neck that is due to the forward

protrusion of the thyroid cartilage, the largest and most prominent cartilage of the larynx.

See the entire definition of Adam's apple

Baseline:

1. Data gathered at the beginning of a study from which variations found in the study are

measured.

2. A known value or quantity with which an unknown is compared when measured or

assessed.

3. The initial time point in a clinical trial, just before a participant starts to receive the

experimental treatment which is being tested. At this reference point, measurable values

such as CD4 count are recorded. Safety and efficacy of a drug are often determined by

monitoring changes from the baseline values.

Brain: That part of the central nervous system that is located within the cranium (skull). The

brain functions as the primary receiver, organizer and distributor of data for the body. It has two

(right and left) halves called "hemispheres."

Cancer: An abnormal growth of cells which tend to proliferate in an uncontrolled way and, in

some cases, to metastasize (spread).

See the entire definition of Cancer

Constipation: Infrequent (and frequently incomplete) bowel movements. The opposite of

diarrhea, constipation is commonly caused by irritable bowel syndrome, diverticulosis, and

medications (constipation can paradoxically be caused by overuse of laxatives). Colon cancer
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can narrow the colon and thereby cause constipation. The large bowel (colon) can be visualized

by barium enema x-rays, sigmoidoscopy, and colonoscopy. Barring a condition such as cancer,

high-fiber diets can frequently relieve the constipation.

Contrast: Short for "contrast media." Contrast media are X-ray dyes used to provide contrast,

for example, between blood vessels and other tissue.

Diagnosis: 1 The nature of a disease; the identification of an illness. 2 A conclusion or decision

reached by diagnosis. The diagnosis is rabies. 3 The identification of any problem. The diagnosis

was a plugged IV.

See the entire definition of Diagnosis

Enlarged thyroid: see goiter.

Essential:

1. Something that cannot be done without.

2. Required in the diet, because the body cannot make it. As in an essential amino acid or an

essential fatty acid.

3. Idiopathic. As in essential hypertension. "Essential" is a hallowed term meaning "We

don't know the cause."

Fatigue: A condition characterized by a lessened capacity for work and reduced efficiency of

accomplishment, usually accompanied by a feeling of weariness and tiredness. Fatigue can be

acute and come on suddenly or chronic and persist.

See the entire definition of Fatigue

Gland:

1. A group of cells that secrete a substance for use in the body. For example, the thyroid

gland.

2. A group of cells that removes materials from the circulation. For example, a lymph gland.

Heart: The muscle that pumps blood received from veins into arteries throughout the body. It is

positioned in the chest behind the sternum (breastbone; in front of the trachea, esophagus, and

aorta; and above the diaphragm muscle that separates the chest and abdominal cavities. The

normal heart is about the size of a closed fist, and weighs about 10.5 ounces. It is cone-shaped,
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with the point of the cone pointing down to the left. Two-thirds of the heart lies in the left side of

the chest with the balance in the right chest.

See the entire definition of Heart

Heart rate: The number of heart beats per unit time, usually per minute. The heart rate is based

on the number of contractions of the ventricles (the lower chambers of the heart). The heart rate

may be too fast (tachycardia) or too slow (bradycardia). The pulse is bulge of an artery from the

wave of blood coursing through the blood vessel as a result of the heart beat. The pulse is often

taken at the wrist to estimate the heart rate.

Hormone: A chemical substance produced in the body that controls and regulates the activity of

certain cells or organs.

See the entire definition of Hormone

Hypothalamus: The area of the brain that controls body temperature, hunger, and thirst.

\Hypothyroid: Deficiency of thyroid hormone which is normally made by the thyroid gland

which is located in the front of the neck:

Iodine: An essential element in the diet used by the thyroid gland to make thyroid hormones.

See the entire definition of Iodine

Isolate: A group in which mating is always between members of the group. For example, the

Amish.

Marker: A piece of DNA that lies on a chromosome so close to a gene that the marker and the

gene are inherited together. A marker is thus an identifiable heritable spot on a chromosome. A

marker can be an expressed region of DNA (a gene) or a segment of DNA with no known coding

function. All that matters is that the marker can be detected and trailed.

See the entire definition of Marker

Metabolism: The whole range of biochemical processes that occur within us (or any living

organism). Metabolism consists both of anabolism and catabolism (the buildup and breakdown

of substances, respectively). The term is commonly used to refer specifically to the breakdown of

food and its transformation into energy.

Neck: The part of the body joining the head to the shoulders. Also, any narrow or constricted

part of a bone or organ that joins its parts as, for example, the neck of the femur bone.
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Nuclear medicine: The branch of medicine concerned with the use of radioisotopes in the

diagnosis, management, and treatment of disease. Nuclear medicine uses small amounts of

radioactive materials or radiopharmaceuticals, substances that are attracted to specific organs,

bones, or tissues. The radiopharmaceuticals used in nuclear medicine emit gamma rays that can

be detected externally by special types of cameras: gamma or PET cameras. These cameras work

in conjunction with computers used to form images that provide data and data about the area of

body being imaged. The amount of radiation from a nuclear medicine procedure is comparable to

that received during a diagnostic x-ray.

Pituitary:

1. As an adjective, pertaining to the pituitary gland or its hormonal secretions.

2. As a noun, the pituitary gland itself.

See the entire definition of Pituitary

Pituitary gland: The main endocrine gland. It is a small structure in the head. It is called the

master gland because it produces hormones that control other glands and many body functions

including growth. The pituitary consists of the anterior and posterior pituitary.

See the entire definition of Pituitary gland

Protein: A large molecule composed of one or more chains of amino acids in a specific order

determined by the base sequence of nucleotides in the DNA coding for the protein.

See the entire definition of Protein

Recurrence: The return of a sign, symptom or disease after a remission. The reappearance of

cancer cells at the same site or in another location is, unfortunately, a familiar form of

recurrence.

See the entire definition of Recurrence

Surgery: The word "surgery" has multiple meanings. It is the branch of medicine concerned

with diseases and conditions which require or are amenable to operative procedures. Surgery is

the work done by a surgeon. By analogy, the work of an editor wielding his pen as a scalpel is s

form of surgery. A surgery in England (and some other countries) is a physician's or dentist's

office.

See the entire definition of Surgery
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Sweating: The act of secreting fluid from the skin by the sweat (sudoriferous) glands. These are

small tubular glands situated within and under the skin (in the subcutaneous tissue). They

discharge by tiny openings in the surface of the skin.

See the entire definition of Sweating

Thyroglobulin: A protein found in the thyroid gland. Some thyroglobulin can be found in the

blood, and this amount may be measured after thyroid surgery to determine whether thyroid

cancer has recurred. Thyroglobulin derived from pig thyroid glands is sometimes given to treat

thyroid dysfunction. Abbreviated Tg.

Thyroid:

1. The thyroid gland. Also, pertaining to the thyroid gland.

2. A preparation of the thyroid gland used to treat hypothyroidism.

3. Shaped like a shield. (The thyroid gland was so-named by Thomas Wharton in 1656

because it was shaped like an ancient Greek shield.)

See the entire definition of Thyroid \l

Thyroid cancer: Cancer of the gland in front of the neck that normally produces thyroid

hormone which is important to the normal regulation of the metabolism of the body. There are 4

major types of thyroid cancer -- papillary, follicular, Medullary, and anaplastic. The most

common symptom of thyroid cancer is a lump, or nodule, that can be felt in the neck. The only

certain way to tell whether a thyroid lump is cancer is by examining the thyroid tissue, obtained

using a needle or surgery to obtain a biopsy.

See the entire definition of Thyroid cancer

Thyroid gland: A gland that makes and stores hormones that help regulate the heart rate, blood

pressure, body temperature, and the rate at which food is converted into energy. Thyroid

hormones are essential for the function of every cell in the body. They help regulate growth and

the rate of chemical reactions (metabolism) in the body. Thyroid hormones also help children

grow and develop.

See the entire definition of Thyroid gland

Thyroid hormone: A chemical substance made by the thyroid gland for export into the

bloodstream. The thyroid gland needs iodine to make thyroid hormones. The two most important
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thyroid hormones are thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3).

See the entire definition of Thyroid hormone

Thyroid hormones: Chemical substances made by the thyroid gland, which is located in the

front of the neck. This gland uses iodine to make thyroid hormones, which are essential for the

function of every cell in the body. They help regulate growth and the rate of chemical reactions

(metabolism), and are involved in the circadian rhythms that govern sleep, among other essential

functions.

See the entire definition of Thyroid hormones

Thyroid stimulating hormone: A hormone produced by the pituitary gland at the base of the

brain in response to signals from the hypothalamus gland in the brain. Thyroid stimulating

hormone (TSH) promotes the growth of the thyroid gland in the neck and stimulates it to produce

more thyroid hormones. When there is an excessive amount of thyroid hormones, the pituitary

gland stops producing TSH, reducing thyroid hormone production. This mechanism maintains a

relatively constant level of thyroid hormones circulating in the blood.

See the entire definition of Thyroid stimulating hormone

Thyroidectomy: The surgical removal of part or all of the thyroid gland.

See the entire definition of Thyroidectomy

Thyrotropin: A hormone produced by the pituitary gland at the base of the brain in response to

signals from the hypothalamus gland in the brain.

See the entire definition of Thyrotropin

Thyroxine: Abbreviated T4. A hormone made by the thyroid gland that has four iodine

molecules attached to its molecular structure. T4 and other thyroid hormones help regulate

growth and control the rate of chemical reactions (metabolism) in the body.

Trachea: A tube-like portion of the breathing or "respiratory" tract that connects the "voice box"

(larynx) with the bronchial parts of the lungs.

See the entire definition of Trachea

Triiodothyronine: A hormone made by the thyroid gland. It has three iodine molecules attached

to its molecular structure. It is the most powerful thyroid hormone, and affects almost every
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process in the body, including body temperature, growth, and heart rate.

See the entire definition of Triiodothyronine

TSH: Stands for thyroid stimulating hormone, a hormone produced by the pituitary gland at the

base of the brain in response to signals from the hypothalamus gland in the brain. TSH promotes

the growth of the thyroid gland in the neck and stimulates it to produce more thyroid hormones.

When there is an excessive amount of thyroid hormones, the pituitary gland stops producing

TSH, reducing thyroid hormone production. This mechanism maintains a relatively constant

level of thyroid hormones circulating in the blood.

See the entire definition of TSH

Tumor: An abnormal mass of tissue. Tumors are a classic sign of inflammation, and can be

benign or malignant (cancerous). There are dozens of different types of tumors. Their names

usually reflect the kind of tissue they arise in, and may also tell you something about their shape

or how they grow. For example, a medulloblastoma is a tumor that arises from embryonic cells

(a blastoma) in the inner part of the brain (the medulla). Diagnosis depends on the type and

location of the tumor. Tumor marker tests and imaging may be used; some tumors can be seen

(for example, tumors on the exterior of the skin) or felt (palpated with the hands).

See the entire definition of Tumor

Tumor marker: Tumor markers are substances that can be detected in higher-than-normal

amounts in the blood, urine, or body tissues of some patients with certain types of cancer. A

tumor marker may be made by a tumor itself or by the body in response to the tumor. Such a

substance serves to "mark" the tumor; it is a "tumor marker."

See the entire definition of Tumor marker

Ultrasound: High-frequency sound waves. Ultrasound waves can be bounced off of tissues

using special devices. The echoes are then converted into a picture called a sonogram.

Ultrasound imaging, referred to as ultrasonography, allows physicians and patients to get an

inside view of soft tissues and body cavities, without using invasive techniques. Ultrasound is

often used to examine a fetus during pregnancy. There is no convincing evidence for any danger

from ultrasound during pregnancy.

Windpipe: The trachea, a tube-like portion of the respiratory (breathing) tract that connects the

larynx (the voice box) with the bronchial parts of the lungs.
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9.22.2010

Copied & Pasted from: MSNBC.com

http://www.multibriefs.com/briefs/ataorg/ataorg091510.php

Complication rates remain high in pregnant hypothyroid women despite early normalization of

TSH

Endocrine Today Share

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fmultibriefs.com%2FViewLink.php%

3Fi%3D4c90e2a405965

Significant complications persist in pregnant hypothyroid women despite normalization of serum

thyroid-stimulating hormone early in pregnancy, compared with pregnant hypothyroid women

taking replacement therapy and women who were euthyroid at conception, Jorge H. Mestman,

MD, and colleagues found. More

Graves' disease, Agent Orange exposure linked in veterans

Endocrine Today Share

http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fmultibriefs.com%2FViewLink.php%

3Fi%3D4c90e1edd3f41

Exposure to Agent Orange, the defoliant used during the Vietnam War appears to be an

important predictor of Graves' disease in veterans. Results of a study presented here at the

International Thyroid Congress showed that Vietnam War-era veterans who were exposed to

Agent Orange have three times the prevalence of Graves' disease compared with unexposed

veterans.

Improvement in QOL essential for survivors of pediatric medulloblastoma

HemOnc Today Share
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http://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fmultibriefs.com%2FViewLink.php%

3Fi%3D4c90e339df383

Medulloblastoma accounts for about 15 percent of pediatric brain tumors, according to the

American Society of Clinical Oncology. About 20 to 25 years ago, the survival rate for children

with medulloblastoma at 5 years was somewhere in the 40 percent to 50 percent range, according

to Roger J. Packer, MD, professor of neurology and pediatrics and senior vice president of

neuroscience at The Children's National Medical Center in Washington, D.C. More

11:11 AM 11/5/2010

Research: Mumbo Jumbo

…after reviewing, skimming the numerous documentations – pages of facts as well as theories

based upon observations, examination results, and clinical findings - by professionals, it occurred

to me that although I would like to believe ailments, diseases, and diagnosed conditions give off

a slue of ‘mumbo-jumbo’ to an unsuspecting patient and its loved-ones. Perhaps there is an easy

and simple way to address the illnesses that have been identified with great research, at high

costs to patients, insurance companies, and/or the government’s medical funding, of how can a

perfectly healthy individual become stricken within a few minutes or days or months with such

great physical pains. How can a healthy individual become stricken with psychological

depression, memory lapses, and total disgust and paranoia? How can anybody be certain there is

or have been genuine diseases casting limitations of happiness, for no human-purpose? What if

there were no research departments, physicians, nurses, aides, and absolutely not one

animalistically vicious being – preying upon the naïve and gullible? Yes – in my opinion there

would be life until death, for all, in a natural phase; except of course during the times of
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accidental or self-defense aspects – in which scenario there would be (at one time or another)

facts to convince me we are not meant to be probed and prodded.

As horrendous as that statement can seem, by an author (not a medical researcher), who is

the first person I contact when illness approaches…!?! Yep, a physician or the nearest medical

facility’s emergency room. So who am I to question those that delve into illness, ailment, and

disease … who indeed?!?

Graves’ disease and Hashimoto Thyroid Disease are frequently compared to within the

medical research and clinical studies; these two diseases appear cognitively involved with no-age

limits, no barriers, and no prognosis in a remission-way, for lengthy periods of time.

Dr. V. Fatourechi has excerpts, from the research included below, is from the

paper’s section – “Demystifying autoimmune thyroid disease: which disorders

require treatment?”

The term "autoimmune thyroid disease" is used to describe all autoimmune thyroid

conditions, including Graves' disease, Hashimoto's thyroiditis, and various other disorders (e.g.:

postpartum thyroiditis, most cases of silent thyroiditis) (1). This term applies to both Graves'

disease and Hashimoto's thyroiditis because of their overlapping pathologic findings and

antibody profiles (see box below).

Histopathologic findings

Hashimoto's thyroiditis is characterized by destruction of follicular cells, varying degrees of

lymphocytic infiltration, and fibrosis. Fine-needle aspiration biopsy shows an abundance of

lymphocytes and Hürthle cells (large oxyphilic cells). In silent and postpartum thyroiditis, the

goiter is small and some lymphocytic infiltration can be seen on histologic testing. Fibrosis is

minimal, and Hürthle cells are usually absent in these two conditions (6). In Graves' disease, the
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degree of lymphocytic infiltration may vary, but follicular cells are hyperplastic and the thyroid

gland is hypervascular. Activation of fibroblasts and immune cascade in the extra-thyroidal

tissues (e.g.: orbital tissues in patients with ophthalmopathy and the pretibial area in those with

dermopathy) can be demonstrated in affected patients (8).

A diagnosis of Hashimoto's thyroiditis is usually made when positive anti-thyroid antibodies

are present or spontaneous hypothyroidism develops. The presence of serum anti-thyroid

antibodies with or without thyroid dysfunction or goiter is usually adequate. Fine-needle

aspiration biopsy is needed to confirm the diagnosis in suspected cases of goitrous euthyroid

Hashimoto's thyroiditis (i.e.: the presence of questionable nodules in patients who have a goiter

and a negative result on antibody testing).

The anti-thyroid-peroxidase (TPO) antibody test is more sensitive than the anti-

thyroglobulin antibody assay. Results of scintigraphy and ultrasonography are highly variable in

goitrous Hashimoto's thyroiditis and usually not helpful. In some cases, ultrasound-guided

biopsy of small, clinically suspicious nodules may be required (9). Open biopsy may be needed

to differentiate between a rapidly growing goiter and lymphoma.

In Graves' disease, the combination of suppressed levels on "sensitive" Thyrotropin testing,

high thyroidal uptake of radioiodine, and elevated serum levels of thyroid hormones in patients

with a diffuse goiter is diagnostic. Measurement of radioiodine uptake is essential for

differentiating between Graves' disease and conditions involving very low radioiodine uptake.

Such conditions include sub-acute, or granulomatous, thyroiditis (a painful condition, most likely

of viral origin); silent and postpartum thyroiditis; factitious thyrotoxicosis; and iodine-induced

hyperthyroidism. In toxic multi-nodular goiter and toxic adenoma, the uptake may be normal.

Measurement of TSH receptor antibodies is indicated only in patients with euthyroid Graves'
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ophthalmopathy and in pregnant women with a past history of Graves' disease who have had

thyroid ablation. During pregnancy, TSH receptor antibodies may cross the placenta and cause

fetal thyrotoxicosis.

Summary

The term "autoimmune thyroid disease" encompasses all of the autoimmune thyroid

conditions, including Hashimoto's thyroiditis, Graves' disease, most cases of silent thyroiditis,

and postpartum thyroiditis. Extra-thyroidal manifestations (e.g.: ophthalmopathy, dermopathy)

can occur in Graves' disease and, less commonly, Hashimoto's thyroiditis. Spontaneous

hypothyroidism is common in patients with Hashimoto's thyroiditis, and when it develops,

lifelong therapy with levothyroxine is needed. In the United States, most adult patients with

Graves' disease are initially or eventually treated with radioiodine thyroid ablation. For transient

thyroiditis involving hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism, short-term or symptomatic therapy is

adequate.

Laboratory Days

…have become the normal required event, utilizing blood samples to urine analysis to CAT

Scans and MRIs to exploratory esophageal enlargement to any other type of tests that any of the

physicians request; so, do Barbara and Richard comply? Absolutely…!

The big question is how frequently can blood be drawn and compared, to previous samples?

When is CAT Scans and MRIs necessary, which is much different than appropriate? What

damage(s) has been visible with the three or four Esophageal Explorations, during the attempts

to enlarge the luminal-tube, to decrease difficulty swallowing food particles as well as tablet or

capsule medications?
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These questions may provoke queries that require additional research {but} for now may

never be answered, at least by me (the author) Lana Reddock.

11:03 AM 11/5/2010

…compiling more data about Barbara Kimbley, and her MTC, it has been a long journey for her;

she is surviving MTC almost ten years. I don't know how many more years she has to go. She is

very thin but she is strong enough to walk around. She has a puppy called Teddy Bear. He is a

Yorkshire Terrier; it seems she has a new found life. Of course when she goes to the doctor for

her blood work – it does not end; in addition to tests for the MTC the professionals are looking

for some kind of T-cell elevation. At one point it is tremendously high, at another it is

tremendously low, and to be concise T-cells are as follows, on the pages ahead.
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Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary

The definition of Medullary Thyroid Cancer in this section has been divided into the separating

words – most known yet somehow misunderstood or undefined. As Medullary might appear to

have a dual definition, in relationship to the human body, reviewing to establish the origination

of terminology is: m - concerns the Marrow or Medulla.

Additional defined reference includes words, often scarier than well understood:

Marrow: The soft tissue occupying the medullary cavities of long bones, some haversian canals,

and spaces between trabeculae of cancellous or spongy bone. Of two types, red and yellow. In

adult bone there is red and fat (yellow) m. The yellow m. is found esp. in medullary cavity of

long bones and the red in spongy bones.

It consists of both fat and red marrow; from 20-80% fat marrow, to 100% red marrow. The

marrow may be as high as 5% of body weight in an adult. In addition, further definitions

1. m. gelatinous: Yellow marrow of old or emaciated persons, almost devoid of fat and

having a gelatinous consistency.

2. m. red: Found in cancellous tissue of bone. Concerned with the production of blood cells

and hemoglobin.

3. m. spinal: Spinal cord.

4. m yellow: Found in the medullary cavity of lone bones. Consists principally of fat cells

and thought to have little to do with blood formation.

Medulla: inner or central portion of an organ, in contrast to outer portion or cortex. Medulla

oblongata.

Cancer: a malignant tumor or neoplasm; a sarcoma or carcinoma. Etiol: may be caused by

various forms of chronic irritation. Some forms in animals at least are apparently caused by

Viruses.
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There is also a Thyroid Function Test, it identifies how severely a patient has been affected

and according to Taber's Encyclopedic Medical Dictionary, the following:

T Function Test: some of the common tests are based on direct or indirect determnation of the

two t. hormones - thyroxine (T2) and triiodothyronine (T4). Also, frequently used are tests on

radioactive iodine uptake by the t. and direct measurement of free thyroxine in the serum. Most

t. function tests are unreliable in certain circumstances. They may be influenced by the patient’s

having been exposed to organic or inorganic iodidest or to drugs that interfere with the binding

capacity of serum proteins.

Do the definitions within this Research Section in any way help? Probably not…! It is my

opinion that diseases have been created out of the need to free one’s-self of obligations, once

accepted, to others. Hmmm…! In orthodox and highly religious belief households – this appears

to have become the norm, to avoid divorce (a most unpleasant legal action). Should my

conclusive idea or find be true, there may well be numerous questionable disease related deaths,

more often than not requiring investigation. I for one would not be a likely candidate or

volunteer, to exhume the graves of deceased, to validate natural causes or legally medical-

assisted deaths. There are however many interested believers that may have the guts for it. God

Bless America and its population of Researchers, for they are the questioning and reliable

informants.
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12:07 PM 11/5/2010

My Understanding…

…of facts regarding: MTC for my sister Barbara Kimbley…is perplexing, filled with concern.

{From} the way I see it: as a child she was healthy, normal childhood illnesses, I don't

believe she's ever had any medical need, for blood tests or urine analyses or anything; however,

since she's been diagnosed with cancer she has undergone blood tests every few months and all

those other exams mentioned previously in this section. It seems to me today, as of November 5,

2010, she's on an upswing movement. She seems less disturbed by her illness; less focused upon

it, and it's possibly because she has this new puppy.

Still very, very thin, almost uhm, I don't want to be rude but like an Ethiopian. I mean her

bones uh - there's no meat on her bones; there's very little muscle, and it bothers me because she

looks sort of anorexic maybe. Uh, as her sister I can't really interject what she should do. As a

friend I can't either. As a good neighbor I try not to interfere and somehow we get along very

nicely; I keep my opinions to myself - uh - but I worry that maybe she's not long for this world,

you know, and I've seen patients with cancer not last as long as she. Uhm - it's just very bad - for

me. It's very upsetting.

The more laboratory tests she has, the less blood she has and I don't care what opinion of a

lab tech or a doctor or a nurse is - keep taking vials of blood two, three at a time from somebody

in the condition as severely damaging as my sister, it’s obvious that something is not going to

replace itself in time to maintain her physical stability. So if I were my sister I'd stop seeing

doctors for a very long time. Perhaps 3 to 6 months and stay on the regime of homeopathic plan

and see what happens. As long as she's feeling good that's her insight but again it's not my place.
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I said that to her before but it's not my place, to step in or intervene. She has a husband and that's

his job, to say enough already but whatever.

I am shall we say disgusted with her illness. I'm disgusted with there's no cure. I'm disgusted

with not knowing how severe it is. I'm disgusted with every other blood test is different. I think it

has something to do with dietary or medication, because if she has a blood test after she's

ingested several days of some medication or a different dietary regime then obviously the blood

test with inaccurate - or as accurate as possible at that time. But I do believe that a complete

evaluation or overview, of everything should be accessed, and she should bring into focus what

she's eaten or drank, what she's ingested that's prescribed or over-the-counter, before taking these

tests - so that a comparison of severity or - a comparison of understanding can be prevented,

before this blood test(s) are analyzed; and what to look for when the analysis comes forth.

[I mean] our equipment in modern-times is computerized. We don't have to do anything.

The techs don't really have to do very much. I'm not saying they are obsolete. I'm saying that

they draw the blood and they put the vile in a centrifuge, and it separates from the serum, and the

red blood cells are there, and they take an amount they need, and it is put glass slide; the blood

gets smeared from one end to the other, to display what can be seen through a microscope. And

they do other tests I'm not sure, as well. They probably utilize a better, more comprehensive

assessment regime, or analysis when they know what to expect.

It's the same as, here's a silly analogy - a child coming home from school and the parent

says: "did you get your report card and how was it." And the child's like, "No I didn't" But

everybody else did. And all of these mothers, they chat "oh so and so got their report card, yeah

and he did very well because he studied."
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You know obviously you know 'the kid did get his report card because he got it and just

threw it away or something because it wasn't great.' Because he didn't study or she didn't study.

So - same thing with these lab tests; if my sister's taken anything that she did not do throughout

the other tests or previous tests, there's going to be similarities and there's going to be

differentials in the analysis {but} if she does not confer - oh I went to a doctor and I have

different medicines or I just had breakfast (you know) or gee last night I did not have dinner

because I just wasn't hungry.

These are minor incidents to somebody who is normally healthy; however, for somebody

with cancer such a minor thought pattern in a realistic goal point - this could be a major

breakthrough in a diagnosis leading to a completely different diagnosis. And as I say I don't have

the authority to throw upon her this ideological thinking although I have said you know when

you go to the doctor it is important to mention, if not to the doctor, to the nurse or the

receptionist, "Oh, by the way, this is bothering me or that's bothering me or gee I feel great on

this medicine or this that or the other."

Tell these people because it is their job to inform the physician, so that you not only can be a

good patient, so that the patient can actually find the doctor's given accurate information, to them

in return of evaluations and tests results; doctors are only human. So I think this is time for me to

close this down and just stop voicing my opinions.

So for the laboratory section - I believe I'm closing down this - because my sister's already

done everything there is to do, and all that's left now is just relax, and I hope she gets better.

(You know) that's all I can do; if she doesn’t make it I am prepared, for the inevitable. But we're

all going to die someday. I mean 'We are all living to die.' In the human aspect; it’s an

unpleasantry.
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Conclusively

It somehow may appear that hate, love, and medical observations declare life’s-destiny. From the

research that I have gathered, from the internet in 2010, and during 2005 in reference books (that

I have at home, from when I studied geriatric health care) – most information collaborates new

and old prognostication, in regards to MTC ; there are findings that verify as well as negate

remissions, in patients diagnosed, which seems to be a growing number of beings. So, do I or

does anybody know anything more than being sick is a miserable lifestyle to accept?

Should I bother answering my own question or that of millions of others? Probably not, as

there is opinionate statements within this book’s pages – expressing trust and mistrust of

diagnostically presented data. Having mixed feelings, uncertainties about how the systematic

inferential findings are or have been actually implied, there is no way to best place

judgmentalism. There is however questionable doubt that nobody wants to be healthy forever;

just as there is no proof that nobody can sustain life without recognition – by loved ones or

enemies. In the reality of lifestyles there may never come a time when anybody has the courage

to live as though with the modernizations available, whether that be scientifically (as in medical),

technologically (as in diagnostics), electronically (as in visualizations on a display screen) – of

what appears to be … the cancer or disease that shortens the life-span of anybody.

Should my sister out live me – I will be glad for her; therefore, her remission or substantial

decrease in the cancerous debilitations or abnormalities speed up her death before mine, how

then can she or anybody understand the greatness of being a contributor to a world of medically

facilitated aspirations, of curious students wishing to improve the life-expectancy of others…
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Declining Moments

Well, it is en route. There is that aire of disbelief, for me, and others that have their major

concerns about Barbara’s condition. The friends from NY have visited, as usual; they are glad to

have the few hours or days with her – dining out, chatting at the beach, facing the sadness that

flowed soon after.

In file ‘n’ an audio completed over the third weekend, in February 2011, transcription was

successful. Now, that transcribed data will be inserted into this area. Why, oh why am I

involving myself with my sister’s demise, which has been expected for a decade seems to be the

main-purpose of assessing ‘what the hell is going on?’

Whether she pulls out of the slumping and potentially non-existence of tomorrow is a timely

waiting period. Nobody can factually predict, pass opinion, nor can anybody declare till the last

breath is exhaled – there is no hope. Not I nor her doctor, not her spouse nor her friends, not her

goddaughter nor any of the grandchildren truly grasp what I am believing. Not even I can

truthfully believe that there is a possibility of non-godliness, to end a lengthy and stressful

decade’s problematic draining, emotionally, of her husband. However, it does somehow stick in

my gut-feeling that she has been declining out of intentionally mistreatment, silently enduring.

And, although my sister and I have had years of conflicting differences about our relationship’s

paternity aspect – she considers me a half sister; our brother, the half brother. And so for her she

was self-appointed sort of as the only true daughter, from a mother than became impregnated via

extra-curricular sexual escapades. Not only one. Frequently, the outsider appeared more dashing

than the man that gave everything…hmmm…! How can life be so complicated and deceitful

and expect the offspring to have self-respect and inner-fortitude, to give parents…what they

deserve or think should be contributed?
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1:01 PM 2/20/2011 (It is Sunday, 1:00pm)

Last Monday which was Valentine's Day, in the wee-hours of the morning, from what I have

been told, by John Kimbley Sr, her brother in law, Barbara was transported by EMT or

ambulance to our local emergency room. She was gasping for air; her skin tone changed from

the fleshy color - of like uh olive color to blue-ish grey and she was apparently becoming

cyanotic. Her husband was in a state of confusion, upsetment, I guess disbelief, fear (uh) I can -

not find the proper adjective as I was not there; I can infer only as I believe him to have been.

She was admitted within moments, and brought into a room upstairs, after being emergency

treated with oxygen and uh preliminary emergency room examination and emergency repair.

Repair sounds stupid, as though see was a vehicle with a flat tire, needing changing. But it was

much more serious. Within a few days, she did not improve; swallowing was almost impossible.

And apparently over the weekend, which was preceding the Valentine's Day emergency crisis,

Richard and Barbara had gone to dinner with friends visiting from NY; and during dinner

Barbara started to choke or gag on a shrimp, or maybe a shrimp tail, or something, and that's

what seemed to have created this new crisis. Of course - having MTC - for the past 10 1/2 or 11

years, that's the main problem, which was now irritated by this choking effect.

So for 5, 6, or now 7 days in the hospital, my sister has had to be surgically assisted with a

tracheotomy, which was inserted day before yesterday, which was the 19th the 18th of February,

and a feeding tube. She's been in Intensive Care Unit now for 2 days; actually this is the 3rd day

(uh); because of my shortness-of-breath with COPD, I have not been able to visit her until

yesterday, which was the 19th. It was our mother's birthday as well. Some how Ethel is still

going strong.
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Ethel - our mother's up in NY in a Nursing Home or a Convalescent Home on Long Beach

or Far Rockaway or someplace up there; we don't call her too much because she doesn't

remember us or does not want to remember us. Or - She's so medicated that she's in cloud of her

own; maybe happy-vil; so...anyway, we discussed the happy birthday thought with Cousin Kathy

Rooney, who was visiting Barbara when I got there. Kathy was standing over the single bed,

observing and kind-of whispering to Barbara, you know, whatever they were discussing like you

know, ‘come on girl you can do it, you can get better or whatever.’

And my sister had no tears in her eyes. She looked rather like a robbi-the-robot doll. Her feet

were showing, from the covers. Her little nail polished toes were - toe nails with like a coral

painted pretty looking evenly filed effect. Her hands skinny as all, in comparison to myself; I

mean, I, I, I am huge compared to her...uhm. Her hands are fragile; she’s kind of like a woman

93 or 100 years old - and my sister's 52 years old. She'll be 53 in September this year, if she

lives.

Anyway, I'm pissed off at her, for being sick. I'm pissed off at her husband for not being

able to cure her, or prevent her from becoming sick. And I'm pissed off at myself that I'm pissed

off at her or him; and I'm pissed off at everything. And I just feel like bashing the windows and

doors, and the doctors in the hospitals and all of that into smithereens; if it would make her

better, I would. You know I'd drive right smack into a tree if it would make her better. Of course

it won't. I know that's stupid. I don't really care that it's stupid but I know it’s ignorant of me. So

anger management is not my problem or I'd have done all of those things already. With my

concern, my problem is:

 Why the hell can't she just drop dead and stop suffering? Or,

 Why the hell can't she just stop this suffering and get better?

And these are two choices, like flipping a coin. You flip a coin, you throw it up in the air,

the dammed thing is not going to land on its end and just stand there and role away; its gonna
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either land on its heads or its gonna land tails, not on the side. But I want that but I can't get it

and it's pissing me off tremendously.

So, as I say, she's in this hospital bed; the bed must be valued at 8 or even 10 or 15 thousand

dollars; it’s an electronic thing that moves the bed straight up and down. The feet go up, the

knees go up, the knees go down, the head goes up, the head goes down.

 Push button for the TV if she had one in the intensive care room.

 Push buttons for the nurse.

 Push button for the pulse, blood pressure, temperature, the cardio-EKG monitoring

machine.

I mean she's got a suction thing that she hangs onto with one hand and she I guess she pushes

it in her mouth, and it sucks out mucous and phlegm, and built-up saliva -so that she doesn't gag

and choke. She's alert and aware, capable of doing this herself. So she is independent of needing

the intensive care facility staff 100 percent, and yet she's dependent upon them for her safety and

well-being until they start feeding her and sustaining life.

She's approximately 75 to 80 pounds, I would say in weight; she stands about 5'2 or 5'1 or

maybe 5'3, I have no clue; she's very tiny compared to me, I am like the horse's ass. I'm like 5'5

and 140 pounds or more. I'm rough and snotty and rude and arrogant and she's sweet and kind,

and talkative and nosy and knows everybody's business and I'm like who gives a shit - you know

– but uh I'm pissed off - not that anybody needs me to keep repeating it.

But as of today, this is the February 20th, 2011: I'm probably going to visit her later with my

husband Bob. We're going to and hang out and tell to get better, and tell her that if she doesn't

were not gonna kill her because she's doing that to herself. I believe that maybe mentally she can

overcome her illness. But I guess that also may be wishful thinking. And that stupid husband of

hers, well, I don't have much admiration for him; yeah he's adorable and he's cute, and he's great
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to look and he's tall and he's handsome and all that shit, and he's an asshole. She thinks he's

wonderful; I guess that makes her one asshole married to another, I don't know. All I do know is

that he is her caretaker - or caregiver - or whatever the hell it is called.

And truthfully I wish he knew how to have stopped this or caught it before it got this far. I

guess there's nothing he can really do; I mean I, I don't know what I want or what I expect. Well

sisters fight and argue, and dispute, and disagree, and hate each other and love each other and

care and want everything good and everything wonderful; they live in a fairytale world where

everything is gonna be fine. It's kind of stupid. And if she dies - yeah - I guess I'm ready for that.

I'm not gonna fall-to-pieces of course because I do know how much she's been suffering; and

honestly that's probably the best thing that can happen. She’s just so damn frail. There's like

nothing left of her. So, for her, death would be a welcomed event; and yet for me, I think there's

gotta be more to it. She can't let this cancer kick her ass - she just can't!!!

I mean - It's like me with this COPD - I ain't letting it kick my ass yet. Yeah it kicks me once

in a while I fall-down off my high-perch and say okay "and I can't fucken breathe, call the

EMTs;" they get me back going; I don't know if she can do it. I don't know. Anyway, when I

went to see her yesterday I didn't cry or anything, I just stood there and observed - and my

observations are: she was quite swollen.

The edema was building; her legs looked twice the size of what they normally are - 'little tiny

chicken legs bones' they looked like usually; since she's been sick and swollen. Her hands were

frail and edema-like but what with the tubes (the IV tube and then she had some other kind of

damn tube), up one arm and the other thing for the oxygen level and al these things poking in

and probing; it's kind of hard to say - what the hell is going on.
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She had a catheter, which was removing urine and it was quite clear. It looked like - uh - I

wouldn't say it a bouillon but kind of like a chicken broth that was cleaned; it was kind of

yellowish - I don't know. It looked perfectly healthy but the bag was 3-quarters filled, so I'm

kind-of concerned about that uh; I don't know at what rate it was removing fluid, from her

urinary tract.

My sister said something really very strange, which really upset me, and I spent most of last

night lying in my bed tossing and thinking and I said: 'what the hell was she talking about?' I

walked over and kissed her on the forehead and I said, "My god you're sweating; what do you

feel that's about its 400 degrees in here?"

I said, "You got a fever I feel."

And she said: "Yeah, I'm very hot." And I said: "Maybe it’s all of these blankets and stuff."

And she said, "Oh no, no, no - it’s the medicine."

Yes - the medicine.

Yeah they have her doped up on Morphine, to kill pain. I don't know if she's got the physical

pain or the psychological, the emotional pain - hhhhha - a combination of both or just as

disgusted with the whole freakin world - that kind of pain. Whatever it is, she's in pain. Let's get

back to what she said, I said, "How do you feel physically."

They removed everything; they took everything out. And she pointed to her abdomen area -

the pelvic area - and I'm thinking she had a hysterectomy a few years back; so I know they took

all that crap out – alright. so whooooptteedoooo - but what the hell could they have taken out

now??? I mean they put a feeding tube which is normally a gavage which is in the nasal down

into the stomach; she didn't have that. Her feeding tube was apparently in her abdomen area; or

off, it wasn't going directly into the stomach, I would think. I didn't want to look because I didn't
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want her to think I was some kind of a nosy bitch but professionally speaking from a former

Geriatric Health nurse's position, I would say: "They're just keeping her fucken alive; they’re just

keeping her alive."

She's got damned good insurance and they're grabbing it, it looks like. Because if you can't

swallow, and you can't catch your breath, you can't sit up and you're swollen and you can't piss

and you can't take a shit - what the hell have you got to live for - 'to smile at people that walk

by!?!' I see you laying there wired, and tubed, as useless as a piece of crap; I mean I, I, I don't

know - and I'm just so angry. And this ‘Living to Die’ book is supposed to be about her and yet

this particular section is 'me' – and my feelings.

Staying with her about half an hour, forty five minutes was a good thing because I had

rested at home from the walk, from the parking lot, which was about a block and a half from the

hospital's entrance to the elevator, to the ICU room where she's in bed 8. I got to stand there and

you know just breathe; I had to use the inhaler earlier, before getting in the building but when I

left I was alright until I got lost. There's something wrong with my brain; I have no sense of

direction. I can find my way where I'm going and then I get confused to find my way back. Or

it's the other way around. I get so dammed lost just going that I get frustrated; I just feel oh screw

this shit and (uh) coming back uuhh I have no problem, so I'm definitely an ass-backwards

person…

...but I kept that ridiculous label they give you, identifying who you are and where you are

going; I guess I'll put it in the book. God I'm angry, and I feel stupid; I'm disgusted. And the

more I think about it - Richard did not call our mother, which is his job, he's her husband. He

doesn't call me and tell me very much unless I call, and make him understand that he has to keep

me informed. I'm her only sister and whether she likes it or not, and whether she calls me her
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half sister or not - that's the fact. We have the same mother; jackass bitch that she is; the one

mother.

We used to have a little brother; he was another half-brother. How can you take a half

person; what kind of acidity is that?!? Half brothers, stepbrothers, no brothers: Who designed it?

Why can't we all just be brothers and sisters hello that's the end of the conversation; people is oh

we have to label you: big brother, little brother, fat brother, small brother, big sister, little sister,

good sister, bad sister derderder, there a label, here label, label, label….

Anyway, I remember before I left her in her hospital yesterday I kissed her on the forehead

again, and I told her 'gees’ she's got all these tubes going in and tubes coming out, needles here

and needles there, and sheeeeees I'm kind of afraid to touch you. I'm afraid I'm gonna hurt you,

and I'm going kiss you on the forehead, gently. And when I left I just thought 'my god' she's so

fucken brave, laying there, no complaining; just laying there, in the bed. She's waiting for people

to wait-on her hand and foot.

I did make her understand that is not the kind of vacation that she really needs; I said, “you

know if you want a vacation you should get well and get the hell out of here and go to the beach

for a couple of days or a week. If it didn't kill you then you'd come back refreshed.” That's what

she needs, a vacation; not this bullshit in a hospital bed.

So anyway today I'll probably go back to visit with her with my Bob and hang-out and wish

her well. I don't know if we can motivate her but I know I printed up the baby picture of her

grand child, a little tiny boy. Kristi and JR have a son; they have two daughters. The little baby

was born I think on the 16th or maybe the 17th of February 2011, I'm days behind in my mind,

cause I really think about it, so I'm just ... beside myself. So, I printed out the my sister's wedding

picture of her and Richard, so she'll have something to look forward to when she's laying there in
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that bed. And I told Richard: “you bring this to my sister's intensive care room and put it up on

the wall, so she can see how far you have come, as a family; as husband and wife, son and

daughter-in-law, two granddaughters and now the new grandson.” I said, “let her see these

pictures and let her know that people need her. Maybe I don't need her. Maybe he doesn’t need

her. Maybe nobody needs her that we know of {because} we are all grown and take care of

ourselves. But for Christ’s sake that little tiny baby needs a grandma...I mean...at least in my

opinion!”

Every child needs a grandmother because or a grandfather because if you don't have that -

there goes the whole marriage deal down the drain. Why get married to live in happy-land or

sad-land or bullshit-land and have children and no one for them to refer to. So that little guy

needs her. I let her know that...I said...”hey, you know, you got a new grandson; you gotta get out

of this freakin room; you gotta get well; and you gotta show him how much you think he's cute

and he's adorable. Hey, you're the only one that can do that ... you're the grandma. You're the

only living grandma; you know the other is up in heaven somewhere.” Whether she'll be

motivated by my stupidity and my simplicity - who the hell knows - sometimes I get a little

stupid trying to make a point. Sometimes it works. Sometimes well ‘que sera sera.’

Anyway when I got home from the hospital Richard was outside with the dog; the dog's

name is Teddy Bear - I think that's a stupid name but the dog is very cute; very kind of fuzzy and

huggy. Poopy Puppy is what I call him. He's a Yorkshire terrier and he's got like medium warm

brown color hair; a little bit of dark hair; oh is he precious?!? And he loves me. He just hears my

voice and he doesn't bark; he doesn't go whooof-whoooof-whooof-whooof, none of that crap. He

just looks at me and he gets all bumped up and he gets and Richard lets go of the lease and the
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dog comes right to me...and I'm like...oh my god - I'm in heaven; then I told the dog you're

mommy's gettin' better. God I'm an idiot. I guess I really am an idiot.

And I hug the dog and I put my purse on the car and I pet the dog and the dog finally calms

down from its happiness from being with somebody that he hadn't seen for a couple of days ...

cause I haven't been around to see her that often [my sister that is, not the dog]; maybe once a

week I walk over because of this freakin breathing problem, I'm always afraid to walk the extra

ten or fifteen feet cause if I get short-of-breath, I get all bullshit way, I don't know, anyway,

Richard and I were talking and I told him my opinion and that I'd seen him I think when I was

driving into the parking lot and he driving out, and he was gonna be going back to the hospital to

visit with her, after a few hours. But anyway, I came in my house and Bob and I ate dinner; we

shot the breeze and spoke about how she was and we watched the usual Saturday night TV

Shows on Public Broadcasting on Channel 2; laughed, smiled, discussed what we were watching

- hmm - whatever. Anyway, it doesn’t pay to worry about it. What will be, will be...and that's the

end of this audio because there's nothing more to say.

This is 27 minutes, almost 28 minutes long; too freakin long. I'll add something tomorrow,

after I type this up.
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11:10 AM 2/25/2011

L-D reference of two visits to Barbara Kimbley's bedside, in the ICU-8, of University

Hospital/Medical Center, by: Lana Reddock.

This audio is defining the observations, opinions, and outcomes - although grim - by

Barbara's sister. It is difficult enough to get along with siblings, during healthy times; this

scenario has choked my heart's intuitiveness. My life is going to be okay as I can breath, eat, and

have full bodily functionalities (digestion, urination, and fecal evacuation). Barbara seems to be

without the continence, daily, to increase the body's need of intake, for nourishment as well as

regaining physical strength. So - for her - I am just making her feel psychologically aware that

she is loved, missed, and needed by others; mostly, I emphasize the grandchildren need her, as

their role-model, in the developing futures.

It is difficult I guess for her spouse, Richard, whom I believe is not facing the reality that he

should have been capable to stop her from becoming as dismal as all this. It however is not his

fault entirely, as Barbara has committed to doing something for others ... just what ... I haven't a

clue and he does not confide.

8:18 AM 2/26/2011 (Continuation of dictated data, by: Lana Reddock)

So now I am gonna go visit with her and see her and the last visit I had - uh - Wednesday, I

stayed about an hour an hour and a half, and I combed her hair, and I braided it; and she received

a physical therapy, and uhm she got out of bed and she didn't get out, they helped her out of bed

and she sat. And Richard visited; so for me this was a very major improvement because she kind

of looked alive.

And I did have two little videos - maybe ten seconds, fifteen twenty seconds, very short.

And I did show her the one laying in the bed; and how she looked while laying in the bed, as
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though she were preparing to die. Of course I didn't say that. I did say, "Hey, hey, take a look;

this is for the future, so you can see how terribly sick you have been and when you're feeling

better you know it will be okay. You'll know h-e-y I've been there and done that, don't need to do

that again."

So when she got in the chair I did the other little video, maybe five seconds or ten seconds,

I don't, I'm not very technically savvy with uhm anything to do with uh - cameras. I love videos

but superior knowledge is not mine when it comes to it; I did upload it up to the computer, and

did put it in her file and I will incorporate it…eventually I think.

The book as far as I am concerned is finished; the Living to Die book. It encompasses quite

a bit about my sisters youth, her illness, which is just anybody else's you know - Measles,

Mumps, Chicken Pox and all that nonsense - nothing major that I was ever aware-of. And uhm

all I can do is anticipate, including the videos, of Wednesday and then today I'm going back and

do a little small video.

The one card I bought her the other day I lost and I can't find it and it really upsets me; I

guess because I'm a senior and I had a senior moment. Put it down to find it, and it where ever,

so I wouldn't lose it and it's gone. And yesterday I went back to Walgreen’s and I'm looking up

and down the aisles and this lady comes along, "Can I help you - can I help you!?!"

And I said, "Yeah the card says I Believe and its orange and yellow.” And huh, we're

looking in Sympathy, we're looking in Best Friends, Sisters and I'm thinking what am I stupid. I

know I saw a couple of these cards. Finally the lady got tired and must have thought I was

having an imaginative moment, and I sort of said. "Oh it's okay; don't worry about it. It's okay.”

Just before I left on the right side of the front row of all these cards there was one that said:

Easter, Sympathy, Encouragement, I don't know and I'm looking and the damn card is yellow
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and blue under Encouragement. Oh boy was I happy and the called the lady back, I said, "Hey,

hey, over here, look I found it. I found it but it's not orange it’s blue." Anyway, it's got that

yellow band on it - it says BELIEVE. And why did I pick that card the other day and lose it and

why did I find yesterday and...

...I have it in my purse right now and know I'm not gonna lose it because my purse goes

where ever I go just about. Because when I was a little kid and I was burned and my

grandmother used to sing: "I believe for every drop of rain that falls a flower grows; I believe

that somewhere in the great where somebody knows ... I believe, I believe."

Anyway, the song goes on and on, and I know the words because they're etched in my brain;

I mean its like etched in stone, and she would rock in the rocking chair with me because they

could not shut me up from crying from pain and burning - physical debilitating you know

scarring and bandages all over the place and crap. My grandmother, who is also my sister

Barbara's grandmother, she sang, she sang and she used to sing Rock A Bye Baby, and all that

stuff and just seeing that card: I Believe - well, the card is a good one. It brought me back to life,

I don’t know if it can bring Barbara back to life, I mean, if not maybe she's got two or three

weeks left; or maybe she's got six months to a year. She's hung in there for ten years or eleven

years with this MTC

It pisses me off. Of course there are times when my sister and I have been at 'silent

moments' where I'm at what that hell is wrong with her - what the hell is wrong with me? What

are we jackasses, I like I wanna smack her up side the head you know - and I'm sure she feels the

same way - you know: "What the hell is this one doing in my life? Get the hell out of my life? “

But she's my sister, and she's a human-being and I have this thing you know, I took an oath. I
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took an oath when I did the Geriatric Health Training; yeah the Hippocratic Oath bullshit. I guess

maybe I should or could be a hypocrite.

I don't really know what that Hippocratic Oath is; I know Asians have it and they're like:

"Oh yes, yes, you're doing very well, yes." It's all bullshit to them. "We're gonna make you

better."

Oh sure you are. Anyway, that's the way they are two-faced; I guess a part of the two-face

world but not that I really want her to die. I want her to die only if she really wants not to get

well and become functionally, physiologically back to normal - or as normal as possible. I want

her the way she was before.

I, I don't know if that makes sense but anyway, I'm going to see her in a while and I am will

continue this afterwards. And, uh, it's now 11:30am I already took care of Comcast; what do you

call that thing - I took care of my home health aide person - uh - invoice which has to be paid in

a couple of days. Yeah, I achieve what I need to achieve for myself. I did Bob's update of his

mileage, I checked my emails, I printed out the SSL string stuff, internet secure stuff, how to

prevent internet fraud stuff, which I have no clue; but as a business to sell, inventory-wise stuff

to sell what I have. I'm accomplishing things in the morning time that normally would take mid-

afternoon. I'm going to Trivia - uh - around a quarter to two, so that if somebody what's to find

out how Barbara is I can tell them ..."Hopefully, a little better."

And that's over at 3:30 and I'm probably going to pick up my grandson (Alex) and take him

for dinner, and maybe a game or take him to Wal-Mart, to see what the hell he wants or not. It

depends; if he's in a shitty ass raggy mood, which sometimes he is, I'll just take him to dinner -

you know - and find out how he's doing ‘cause I haven't done this in 2 1/2 weeks 'cause I was

sick. Actually I haven't taken him out for 3 or 4 weeks, oh my god, ‘cause I was sick 2 weekends
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ago and the week before that; so, I'm just feeling better myself ‘finally. And I want to see my

daughter’s new chairs. I'm gonna take pictures and bring 'em to the hospital to show Barbara that

her niece (goddaughter) is doing okay. And that's about it. It’ll probably be 5 o'clock tonight or

tomorrow that I complete this file but for now it comes to an end at 11:32

12:17 PM 3/2/2011

(transcribing start time for this file)

Finally this file concludes “Living to Die,” by Lana Reddock; it is about my sister Barbara Ann

Podluski-Kimbley-Sr.

March 2, 2011, it's 11:52am. I just spoke with Renee; she's my daughter-in-law and she's

gonna stop in and visit with Barbara, in the hospital and bring her a writing pad so she can

communicate with anybody {because} with the tracheotomy Barbara can't speak. And then

Renee will come here to visit with me, for a few minutes; I'm still waiting for my nurse's aide to

come and help me clean up the house a little bit. Uh-I don't know - I'm really uh disgusted

because I haven't had anybody here to help me, since last week, I think it was Monday – a week

and a half just about. So I cleaned the bathroom, and now with this Living to Die book - I finally

got the file opened and; I did uploads from the internet to defer the problem I have been having,

opening the file and uhm.

I'm gong to just tell you quickly into this machine what I saw. 'Yesterday when I visited my

sister, I observed her in a chair sitting. She looked a little bit better; and somebody had combed

and braided her hair or twisted it and maybe made it look a little bit nice. Uh, Richard was there

when I arrived. I think I got there in the mid-afternoon, around 1:30 or 2 o'clock - somewhere

around there. After I sat and caught my breath, ‘cause I have this problem breathing, I was

alright; she and I -uh - played a game of Scrabble, and Richard went home to sleep because he

was coming back around 10:30 or 11 tonight, as Barbara cannot speak with the tracheotomy and
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she gets those feedings, in her abdomen with that feeding tube. Uh – he is - I guess concerned

about her safety and well-being at night with no nurses going to hear her if she cries out for help.

There's nothing for her to cry out for; no noise is coming from her. Uhm...and she do write

memos and you have to be there to read it, so that's kind of upsetting.

Uhm - anyway as I was there and just about finished with the Scrabble game, we were on

the last maybe the last two or three turns, the respiratory therapist came in. A beautiful I guess

Indian lady or Pakistan lady - uhm - short, and very beautiful, very smiley you know professional

but very personable. She was also one of the therapists that helped me when I was in the hospital

several weeks back and last year, in September. She's just one that's been there a long time, so I

feel very confident about her.

She did a suctioning of Barbara's trache; pulled out all that gook, you know and uhm.

Barbara had that expression that it was either very painful or very discomforting, in some way

and she did not convey which, so I, I, I don't know - maybe I should ask. Maybe this is

something I should write down for myself, to make sure I ask her whether she has pain and to

point to-where, so they know maybe they are going deeply with the suction tube. I, I mean I have

no clue. Uhmmm...let me think.

The nurse came in, somewhere before Richard left actually, yes, it was before Richard left.

It was a dark haired nurse came in and uh she said to him, in a low voice that she would be

giving Barbara: "her two pills or three pills, twice a day," which is supposedly different from

what she had been receiving and then uhm she looked to my sister and said, "Is that alright?" I

guess Barbara said "yes" she just nodded or something.

This is very awkward for me; I remember when I was a nurse's aide - I always had patients

that could speak; they were quadriplegic, they were maybe an amputated arm or finger or leg.
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They were at the doorstep of senility, uh dementia uh death's door; they were recovering from

alcohol or drug abuse. They were just nobody wanted them because they were not with it, you

know intellectually in this modern world as that time was - 1970s, 80s.

Uhm I think of it now, we are so technologically savvy and alert - "scientifically we have not

made much progress." Uh - We may have invented new machines but none to keep a 'life' alive;

at least that's the way I see it. So I know my sister is going down slowly, its okay but better she's

not suffering. I hope she's not suffering. I do have to ask her. Uhm, my goodness, I feel so stupid,

anyway, I'm going to save the file as a *.pdf file because that will eliminate the problem, of

opening the file in WORD Document, which keeps opening in Safe Mode or screwing up and

says Close the Program or whatever; I just can't deal with this bullshit. Somebody screwed up

my computer on the internet; last week when Bob was doing emails or whatever he does and he

didn't know, he clicked okay and poof the machine downloaded some bullshit. So I'm disgusted

with computer and I just also emailed it to myself. This file will be the end, final file of the book

“Living to Die” by Lana Reddock, about Barbara Ann Kimbley-Sr. Why she still uses the name

Podluski, I have no clue.

She has that Podluski dash Kimbley; I've told her it’s ridiculous, it's stupid, it makes her

appear ignorant. 'You only use that hyphenation to verify solidity in the marriage that first year,

then after that you drop it. You drop your maiden name. You are no longer that person until you

are divorced or widowed and chose to rid yourself of your married name. For a very intelligent

woman, my sister and I are both very intelligent; we're both very ignorant at times and perhaps -

just stubborn. Stubborn that's a damn good word.

Anyway as I was preparing to put away the Scrabble game our friend Carol came to visit.

Carol, she plays Scrabble; she's one of the most competitive Scrabble players uh at the Tamarac
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Community Center. And we love her and we hate her and we adore her and we despise her and

we want to kill her and we don't want to kill. She's like - how shall I say - she's wonderful. We

can learn so much from her about Scrabble and words and uh - 2 letter words, 3 letter words, and

I mean - she's got like an intellectual-brain; it's just there for this Scrabble. So she came and my

sister was so glad to see her and I left and I was thinking, gee I should have helped my sister put

that wrap around her shoulders that Carol brought. Carol's 91 years old and I'm thinking my god

here I am 64 and I'm leaving but every time I do something I get so damn short of breath, I feel

like such a weakling, such a wimp.

So anyway as I'm walking down the hall there comes Esther; she's talking to a nurse. She

must have come out of one of the patient rooms, near the elevator, and we hugged. She's another

Scrabble player - she's 80 something years old - 88 I think. I don't know, 84 or 85. I know all

these elderly women and I mean I love these people because they're a long way intellectually;

they're not allowing death to open and say "Hello, come on dumb bitch, you're finished." They're

just not allowing it. And there's men there at the center, they're also there, the same thing; they're

alive and for me it's like a refreshing relief to see senior citizens so healthy and spry, and my

sister lays in the bed or sits in the chair with this tracheotomy, and the blood pressure apparatus,

and oxygen level maintainer or whatever it does measure on her finger and, the IV lead in case

she can't do whatever she is supposed to do. I think actually she might have an IV, to keep

liquids. I just wonder she's just 52, what the hell is wrong with the world.

I think she's, and I'm not sure, I think she's euthanising herself - I don't know if that's the

proper way to say it. Euthanize; Euthenization - means to kill oneself but not suicidally or out of

anger or hate or despondency but out of caring, for somebody else's well-being in the future. To

leave those people to live and you become a memory. And I don't know if that's what my sister is
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doing but having that MTC , for 10 years or 11 years now or how ever many years - 12 years

whatever - I guess she's just disgusted with living. I guess her husband knows he's going to be a

widower, she's going to expire soon and uh if he collects his widower benefits he'll be alright,

'cause he's certainly not working. And I'm sure that she must have life insurance; whole life

preferably but who knows. I just don’t know....

I don't believe in euthanasia; I believe if I can't go to the toilet and I cannot eat my food, and

I cannot ingest liquids, you know orally; you know if I can't drink water, iced tea, coffee, soda or

bullion soup or something - put a fucken' gun to my head, poof, that's it, gonzo, you know. I just

can't get, I can't get this euthanasia where they sleep with morphine drips or whatever they do, to

put them under, forever. We do this to animals.

I, I think I can understand that with animals because some people just let them run wild.

They either starve to death or get hit by a vehicle, or they attack somebody because they don't

what else to do - they're hungry. But human-beings, euthanasia, it might be good if someone so

far gone dementia-wise; senile has set in and the people are you know despondent. But, 52 years

old, I just don't know. I know for criminals that killed somebody, raped a child or kidnapped a

child and put the fear into the individual - yeah - I think I could understand it for that. But for

somebody 52 years old who I believe has never really done too much wrong in her life except

bitch and complain at me, for being rude and arrogant - which of course is true and you know.

She penny-pinched to survive. She's lived and worked for other people you know most of

her life. I can't think that she'd want to do the euthanasia; I can't believe it yet I think it and I

could be wrong. It could be all in my mind, hello, Lahna you're crazy; I'm not actually crazy, I'm

thinking foolishly maybe. Anyway, I am going to end this book now.
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I‘m going to include on a DVD the pictures I have of her, the audio interview she did on the

phone with a radio person in California, she did the interview. I cropped it so that I knocked out

all the other stuff that was on there even interviewing other people. I just put the conversation,

and little videos I have of her and some of our relatives. And I don't know if I am going to find a

publisher; I may just contribute this to one of the networks or something. It’s Lana Reddock, it is

12:10. God I've been talking a long time. {…no transcription for this}

I am doing this, I am recording this in: Windows Movie Maker, in the Narration of the

Timeline and many of the other I'm doing in video; uh. Many of the other audio in Sound

Recorder and Saved, and brought to the Timeline and Combined, 3 or 4 from different Text Files

to make one. When this is completely finished, that is today, I will type up this one; I will take

all 10, 11, or 12 however many audios I have incorporated into one major audio for this disc.

Maybe somebody will be interested in hearing what I have typed.
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2:36 PM 3/6/2011

It is March 6, 2011; 2:26pm - I went over to visit with Barbara and Richard but they were very

tired; they had a restless night. She's home of course from the hospital. I don't recall if I

mentioned that - she was released yesterday afternoon between 3 and 4 o'clock. Cousin Kathy

was there helping Richard set up the location of the equipment to use. The person from the

oxygen was explaining how everything works, how the humidifier was required because the

trachea tube needed moisture as well as oxygen, for Barbara.

Uh - hopefully she will be already but as of 11: 11:30 this morning, Richard said she had a

restless night; he had a restless night as well. I think she should have been put in a convalescent

home for a week or two until she kind-of builds up a more understanding of how to expectorate

mucous and phlegm. How-to self suction orally which would decrease the amount of trachea

suctioning, which would have given her more self-dependency instead of Richard having to be

the 100% responsible.

At this moment he is the responsible one; it is a big thing for someone to have to adjust, to

having a tracheotomy. It's a larger overview for her spouse, to be in charge of her breathing and

her feeding, and her cleaning because it is difficult for her to get up and ambulate. I do hope that

she makes it but I'm worried, and there's nothing that I can do; never did! Uh

I offered let me sit with her for a couple of hours, "you go upstairs and get a few hours - you

go upstairs and get some sleep." I said.

"No, no, no," he said. "I'm just tired and I'm crabby. You don't worry about it. I'm exhauster

and I just need some sleep." Anyway, whatever, I did offer.

Last night he did knock on our door around - I guess around 10:30pm - to ask whether or

not I used a humidifier with my oxygen, and I - of course I said I don't because I don't have a
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tracheotomy. I have - uh - a nebulizer, which can be used with the oxygen however, I don't do

that here at home; in the hospital they do that. He claimed that Barbara seemed to be doing

without the humidifier while she has the oxygen, so I, I suggested that he contact the emergency

room for a more professional idea, of what to do - because I don't what to give him wrong

advice. But, I gave him - you know - what little I know. I did not use both unless I was in the

hospital.

So I'm on my way - in a half an hour or so to the grocery store - to pick up salad and

possibly - uh - the bridal shower cake, for Jennifer's friend; and I'll bring it to Jennifer's house, so

she doesn't have to do all this running around later. I also have to bring a vase, to put flowers in.

I bought the gift yesterday - a carving and cake serving set and uh - fluted glasses (the

champagne glasses); the Martha Stewart set, in Macy's in Coral Springs FL. The whole thing

cost me around $64.00, for both gifts and I gift wrapped 'em at Jennifer's - so they're already at

the house. So I'm gonna try and make today as pleasant for me as possible.

And I guess I'll see my sister when I get back or tomorrow. I don't know - uh -I'm just so

disgusted with the way things are going. I figured she get the damned tracheotomy out; they

would dislodge what was making her choking - uh - they'd remove the damned feeding tube and

she'd be able to at least ingest shakes or malteds or some sort of nourishing liquid diet.

So, there goes my fairytale daydream. I live in that - you know - anything good can happen

will; but, in reality, anything that can go wrong - does! That's Murphy's Law.

A constant battle/Hope or no hope

Living to Die is probably the best title for this book. This is Lana Reddock.
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8:43 AM 3/12/2011

She's home from the hospital about a week now. There's not much change, there's not much

improvement. She seems to be declining breathing-wise. She's filling with lots of mucous and it's

difficult to suction out, or so it seems. Her husband Richard is of course her main caregiver. She

has a home health aide that comes in two or three times a week, and a LPN who comes in,

tomorrow, every other day. It seems to me the tracheotomy, the stomach feeding tube, and just

sitting around waiting to die is a horrible thing.

My sister Barbara told me that she does not accept euthanasia, yet somehow it seems to me,

this is exactly what is going on. But I know that she may not be around much longer and we have

been going through this for eleven years.

The book is finished; the ‘Living to Die’ book is finished. I wrote it. I included whatever I

could remember; I have to put hyperlinks, so that when I save it on a disc within the book itself,

so that anybody can link to topic available. Uhm - that's it for today. How my sister lasted this

long, I don't know. I do know that she is hanging in there.

9:20 AM 3/22/2011

March 18th, 2011, I got this call from Richard Kimbley at 12:24pm, and my sister's back in

University Hospital; I think he said room 527b or a. Something happened with her feeding tube.

She was looking very good yesterday when I went to visit her. She was sitting in the bed, doing

wonderfully; looked like she had put on a few pounds, smiling and happy. And I told her I was

going to bring my grandson Alex to visit because he has been asking about his aunt Barbara; and

how is she doing. And she said yeah, yeah. Well, she didn't speak of course because she cannot;

she has that tracheotomy. But she shook her head yes, and moved her lips - you know - to say
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yes, and I was very pleased but now according to Richard; it kind of blocked up or backed up or

something.

Hopefully they will be able to fix it. She's already on antibiotics - from her doctor - to

decrease the inflammation in her lungs I would think, to remove mucous and phlegm. And that

yeast infection - uh - I don't know what's gonna happen but this is Lana Reddock; I have to leave

for now and go to Trivia at the community center. I just hope not too many people ask me about

her. It's difficult for me to speak to them; I get frustrated and sometimes I actually want to tell

them 'fuck-off,' and 'leave me alone' - I don't. I just shake my head, what can I say; anyway, I'm

going to close this audio out.
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Final Days

9:06 AM 4/26/2011 (copied from www.lanareddock.com )

2011 Easter’s over…

…and I am pleased to announce that I posted a few videos, about the Egg Color-Dye Process,

which I did on Saturday – just for the hell of it.

Visited my sister Barbara A Kimbley-Sr., on Easter Sunday after not being able to, for

nearly a week; she has not been feeling that good. Her medications are creating negative

physiological effects, including nausea, fatigue, and overall weakness of muscular-skeletal

system. With a walker, she did ambulate to the lavatory, just a few feet from her bedroom. Her

color (skin tone) is olive naturally but there was discoloration at the right elbow, from a fall. Her

legs are quite thin, displaying minimal muscle, to the view of a starved individual’s appearance.

Having all her mental aspects in order – she may be capable of overcoming the future’s

difficulties. It is not a good position, from the way I have observed her; there seems to be nil for

anybody to improve her or restore her back to her once ‘healthy’ self.

As death is the normal process from birth to dying, she is probably within a few months

from heaven. This is a terrible aspect of living. There is no reversal, no encouragement, and

certainly nothing that I can do, to provide her an extension, to living for decades. I wish I had

magical powers – so she could live for many decades. Of course that would be most likely quite

physically and psychologically painful and discomforting; so, GOD, which prayer should I say,

from time-to-time?!? The prayer for her demise or the prayer for her to have longevity?!?
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9:51 PM 4/27/2011

Removed this section, because Barbara is requesting that nobody know about it; as she is dying,

this would be her last request ... which I must grant. (9:52 PM 4/27/2011, Lana T Reddock)

8:36 AM 4/28/2011

Last night Richard called on the cell phone to tell me that he was at a standstill - breaking point

with Barbara's condition. It had worsened throughout the day, from around 6am forward.

Jennifer was visiting with Bob and me, as it was a quiet birthday celebration time - for the 8th

decade of Bob's life. I did not do anything exciting. There was no cake, soda or beer, nor

anything else special except for a Scruby's Barbecue Dinner - which Bob bought himself - for us.

What a night it turned into. Sadness, as Jennifer and I walked next door, to view my sister

(Barbara) in a state of physical debilitation. Her body went in and out of tremors, sweats, and

fearfulness covered her face, as her hands reached out to something in the air. She whispered

"the light." As though it was coming to get her or perhaps, there was a place for her to follow it

to. Her delirium was repeatedly in on and off modes, which brought me to believe that Richard

may have overly medicated her.

I suggested he contact 911, for emergency assistance; he declined. He is being a martyr it

seems since all this cancer-illness and related ailments grasped onto to her. Jennifer softly spoke

to Barbara during the tremor-like moments; there were many, almost every 2 or 3 minutes.

Nothing seemed to be soothing enough to have Barbara find sleep. Sleep might have become the

best medicine of all. Somehow, she was petrified to close her eyes and just relax. How very

sad...! How very awful...! How could her husband have not called for help?!?

One very strange aspect of the incident about last night, in the conversation on the cell

phone, Richard seemed to think that Barbara was afraid the abortion she had way back when she
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was a mid-teenager, would be printed in the book I have written, about her and I (called: Living

to Die). He asked me to not print it, as she was very upset by others knowing about her past.

His voice on the telephone was agitated, loud, and almost threatening. After Jennifer and I

walked to the house, observed Barbara's condition, and listened to how and what Richard said to

Barbara during the tremors (which may have been seizures) I cut the section from the revizd

book and resaved L-D as edited. This may not be a good thing...as her past was not with anyone

other than Richard; they have been together as a couple since 1976, I believe. Perhaps a year or

two earlier...!

This morning when I awoke around half an hour ago the truck was gone from Richard's

driveway. I can only assume because there is no message on the answer machine she must have

been transported to the hospital. He must be there with her unless those horrible moments came;

whereby her last breath led her to the morgue or where ever.

I did not hear any sirens during the night; the bedroom door was open all night. Bob who

hears anything and everything did not hear or mention anything either, so I am left in this

unknown waiting phase. Is my sister here or within the realm of a higher spiritual location?

10:14 AM 4/29/2011

This is the finale of Living to Die about my sister Barbara Ann Podluski Kimbley and myself,

Lana Reddock, I'm making the final entry. My sister died yesterday around 5:30 in the - uh - I

guess the evening; I don't know what to say. I'm very upset. I'm very relieved that she is no

longer suffering. I'm very hurt that she could not live another ten or twenty years.

Cousin Kathy Rooney came over after she and Richard left the hospital, and she told me.

She was very upset because she and Barbara were very close, in age and they were friends, they
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were enemies, they were of course they were cousins. We have about 75+ first cousins cousins.

We have tons of second cousins and third cousins, and fourth cousins.

Anyway, anyway, anyway - I went of Facebook and I wrote pleasantries and I sent messages

to my grandsons. And I made numerous phone calls, that my sister knew and I knew, so that her

husband wouldn't have to go through the agony of repeating Barbara died and it's very hard. And

I even notified the college where she graduated with an Associate of Arts in Broadcast

Journalism in 2003; I don't even know why - that was so dopey! But, I don't, anyway, I don't

know what else to do.

This morning I went on Facebook and there were people at my Facebook page that were

sending me their love, and emotional support, and their sorrow for my loss with my sister and of

my sister. Anyway, I have to, I have to finish this now because I want to get this put in the book.

I want to transcribe this and I'm going to send the book to the publisher, next - next week -

actually maybe before next week. I'm going to try and afford a hardcopy; a few hardcopies

instead of paperback, but I don't know.

Anyway, it's April 29th, 10:03am, and I'm just devastated. I was so prepared for her to die

because she suffered so much. Oh my God, I can't even, my daughter Jennifer and I saw her,

Wednesday night, we went over at that house before she went to the hospital yesterday.

Wednesday night she was delirious. She was like in a state dementia. She was like in a state of

convulsiveness, seizure-like activities. Her legs were thin as rails. Her hands were thin. Her

fingers looked so elongated because there was like no meat on the bones at all, it was just

horrible. Her teeth were protrusive. She looked as though she were a skeleton. She kept saying "I

see the Light." And of course she couldn't really talk because she had the tracheotomy, and she

said: "There's God open the door and I'm up there."
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And, anyway, went on for about an hour or an hour an a half; my daughter and I stayed

there; and this morning, I mean yesterday morning I woke up and I saw the truck was gone and I

knew that Richard must have had to take her to hospital. And I didn't want to call him right

away. I don't bothering people. I mean I bother a lot of people but in this time, with him having

so much pressure on his mind, I didn't want to take away his momentum with my sister...

...I called him yesterday in the afternoon around 1 o'clock. I was at the community center

where I give instruction on computer practice, to senior citizens and I said - uh - "I know I didn't

see the truck I think I think you must be in the hospital with Barbara." He said, "Yes, in the

Emergency Room." He wanted to bring her home with a nurse, so she could do hospice, where

she could die at home and I told him, "No. Don't do that, it's gonna be too hard for you." I said,

"Please, just let her go when her time comes right there in the hospital. You would never be able

to live with yourself, knowing she died in your house."

And, I know, how could he do that, it would be killing him, and I thought mind my own

damned business. But he listened. And Cousin Kathy went to the hospital, I guess after work,

and after Barbara died, Richard and Barbara - I mean Richard - Richard and Kathy came back to

the house (they: Barbara and Richard live right next door) so I saw the truck and I saw Kathy

walking up to my house with tears in her eyes, and I thought 'oh dear God, it happened.' And she

said, "It happened." And I said, "Oh my God. I just feel terrible." I really, I really - God - I would

like to say that I am speechless or that I was. I'm sorry; I'm sorry that I am making this ridiculous

audio.

And I loved my sister so much. I hated her so much. I agreed with her many times. I

disagreed with her other many times. I love everything about her life; I guess I thought her life

was perfect, yet I know it was not. I changed her diapers when she was a baby. I fed her lunch
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and breakfast. I took her for walks in the park; I put her on the swings. I raised her for a little

while in between and during her lifetime. I saw her to graduate high school. I saw her to graduate

college. Thank God I didn't have to see her die. I came pretty close to seeing her die, on

Wednesday night. God was kind to me.

God did not give me that nasty memory of her last breath. I, I think I've said enough. My

own wish now is that God takes her from the darkness of evils, of pain from cancer, from

choking, from miserable bitches like me, and anybody that ever, ever, ever was nasty to her; I

hope God forgives them and takes my sister right up to heaven, and opens that door where she

saw the light waiting for her and calling, beckoning. She could almost reach up and touch it and

then she'd go into a seizure-like thing. Then when she calmed down she knew who we were and

what we were doing; we were hugging her and telling her that it would be alright.

This is the most selfish audio I ever did I don't mean to be selfish; she was my only sister

and she was so much stronger than me emotionally. She was successful: I too am successful. My

sister was brave and pushy and she made people feel good when they needed to; when they

needed to be told off, she was right there to tell them off. - hmmm God

I'm never gonna see her again but at least I have my memories. At last I have pictures, and

videos; and her husband calls her a celebrity. She's not a celebrity; she's one of the most

wonderful human beings. I know she's not ever been perfect but she's one of the most wonderful

human beings; because she fought cancer, she may have provided for other cancer patients' help.

And that's the end of this ... it's now 10:12am. 10:12am April 29th, 2011. Good Bye my Barbara
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Burial Service

3:36 PM 5/3/2011

This is Lana Reddock, and it is May 3rd, 2011 Tuesday afternoon, it's 3:25pm; I've been home

about 15 or 20 minutes, from a lovely reception or I don't know what it was - a ceremony or after

religious ceremony, for Barbara Ann Podluski Kimbley (she's my sister). This Living to Die

book has now I would say has reached its finale; of course, I don't know how to say anything

more except I have taken the excerpts from numerous pages, towards the Final Days section and

printed it up, for those in attendance. And I hope nobody was offended by me reading, the one

part that states how much I love and how much I hated her for being so strong and powerful

throughout this ordeal, of her illness. And I hope nobody is embarrassed by the fact that I

mentioned all the things were dear to me.

And - I'm grateful to God; and I'm not very religious all the time that I was spared her last

breath. I would like to remember her as beautiful as she looked at the funeral parlor on Monday

night. I don't ever want to remember her frail, skin and bones, looking like an Ethiopian who has

not had a meal in months and months; but that's how she looked Wednesday night, of last week,

which was April 27th, 2011. I don't know how much miracle work it took to make her look

beautiful, as she did - but her picture will be included with this narration once it’s transcribed.
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(on previous page)

Barbara looked beautiful in the casket; Teddy Bear was her dog, now with Richard

This collage displays the moments of happiness…of: Barbara Ann Podluski-Kimbley-Sr
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Image(s) Contributors Recognition

It is difficult to write each and every picture, contributed, by my sister and others; however,

thanks to all that provided images, this book could not have been as complete without you:

Della Segars & George Rosenthal & Shirley & James Casey-Sr.(attending 2003 graduation)

Kathleen Rooney (permitting me to include your moments with us)

Barbara Podluski-Kimbley-Sr. (sharing your medical image collection)

Denise Alesi, Deanna Meisel, and others in the Segars family (visiting with open hearts)

Robert (Bob) & Lana Reddock (saving, resizing, and inserting pertinent memories)
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Final Inclusion

“2010 brought-forth another additional year to think about ‘when’ where’ and ‘maybe –

never’ will Barbara die before me or mom or any of our gad zillions of relatives. But only God

knows - and where is god when we need that shoulder to cry on or lift our heart - usually

within our subconscious guiding pathologically, in total silence!” Lana Reddock, 8/2010

{desired back cover - replaced during publishing; 7/14/2016}


